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Library funding increased $400,000
lnnssldl,baSe bUd9et' °"e'time Surplus allowlibrarY

MELISSA DUDLEY

VIEWPOINT takes
a closer look
•
at Prop. 187
STORY PAGE 7

Interview: "They
Might be Giants"
STORY PAGE 8

lornucopia of new
music selections
STORY PAGE 1 0

Pacifican staff writer
Isn t it odd that UOP can afford
to reconstruct Campus and Baxter
ways with nice walkways and flower
gardens, hut isn t able to buy books
for the library?
This year a $200,000 surplus was
allocated for the expansion of mate
rials in the library, along with a
$200,000 increase in the.base budget.
1 he cost of maintaining the li
brary has continued to increase in
recent years and last year the library
was only able to maintain subscrip
tions to journals, periodicals, news
papers and other magazines.
The only exception came in the
purchase of books on business sub
jects, due to a supplemental alloca
tion of $16,000 from the School of
Business and Public Administration
that was given to implement a new
MBA program.
"Last year there was very little
purchasing of books because we were

on hold, looking for additional
funds," said Jean Purnell, dean of li
braries. "It is a retrospective way to
buy books, but at least now we can
purchase them."
Ihe University must increase li
brary funding to remedy the concerns
of the Western Association of Schools
and Colleges accreditation group.
WASC noted in its 1991 report the
University's library resources were
insufficient.
University officials hope the ris
ing endowment - from $14 million
when President Bill L. Atchlcy came
to UOP to $56 million now - will help
fund the library at a consistent level
for years to come.
"The budget was inadequate, so
now the budget is increased," Purnell
said.
The library was not allocated
enough money in their original base
budget, according to Vice President
for Finance Mike Goins. "The library
has come up really high as far as rec
ommendations from strategic plan

Dr. Richard Keeling says it's time for college students to
get real about their attitudes toward sex and alcohol.
"You need to challenge the norm about relationships and
alcohol," he said. "To challenge often is to make a different
choice."
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ning. One of the reasons is the tre
mendous cost increases and media
costs for library purchases."
Eight years ago when Atchley
came to UOP there were problems
with the budget. "T he University was
primarily driven by tuition dollars.
We were like a tuition treadmill,"
Atchley said in an interview.
"1 felt like we were the kind of
University that needed a greater en
dowment for scholarships and such
to keep the tuition costs maintained
so they wouldn't be put on the backs
of the students," he said.
The reason for this year's surplus,
according to Goins, was because there
were revenues being received over
and above those budgeted or antici
pated. I his year the library was able
to spend $400,000 over the 1993-94
amount.
"The University's budget is $123
million for all three campuses; $86
million of that goes to the Stockton
campus," Goins sakl. "The $200,000
amount is a lot of money, hut per
cent-wise it's fairly minimal."

Keeling to UOP: Get
real on sex, alcohol

omen's Volleyball
'°ses bid for Big
West

:iLere to find it

purchase books, journals

Questioning and challenging the choices we all make
on our college campus was the subject of Keeling's lecture
Sex, alcohol and self-esteem: Health on campus in the 90's."
He spoke for the Pollock Lectureship on Wednesday evening,
Nov. 9 in the Faye Spanos Concert Hall.
"A lot of the risky sexual behavior that happened on
campus was not just risky sexual behavior," Keeling said. A
lot of it is related to alcohol or other influences.
During his lecture, Keeling used a technique called im
ages and voices in which audience members viewed maga
zine and advertisements with pictures of various influences
Women's volleyball outside hitter Dominique Benton- toward sex or alcohol on a screen. While showing the im
Bozman sang the "Star Spangled Banner" before Saturday ages, Keeling read authentic quotes from college students.
Keeling said these images were "stuff that surrounds us
evening's Big West Conference Championship game in A.
as we try to make tough decisions in a troubled world. We
C. Spanos Center. Photo by Alexandra Garschagen.

More on the.VoUeybafi championship, page 24.

See Keeling page 2

Sketch of bike path attacker released
THE PACIFICAN

Police released this composite drawing
of the subject wanted for questioning
in two recent attacks on the bike path
along the Calaveras River.

Keelin70

><Tfn
continueafrom
page 1

Stockton police have released a
composite sketch of a man believed
to have attacked two women last
month on the bike path along the
Calaveras River.
The suspect is believed to be a
vagrant who lives along the river
levee.
Police say the first attack oc
curred Oct. 27 on the path between
Pershing and Pacific avenues. A 16year-old girl said a man approached
her from behind at about 6:50 a.m.
and tried to drag her away.
The man ran off when some jog
gers approached him on the path.
Three days later, a 28-year-old
woman told police she was walking
her dog when someone struck her in
the back of her neck and knocked her

present the information he was try
ing to present... especially for our au-

make our choices in a context which
is hard to resist. We do what we see
and feel, not what we know," he said.
"Things happen that we didn't intend
because of powerful forces inside us
and our communities."
Reeling's remarks were well
recieved by the audience. "This comes
so much from the heart. It was such a
different approach than just regurgi
tating facts," said Cowell Health Cen
ter Medical Director Sarah Grimes. "I
noticed that quiet of listening as he
got more and more into it. The quiet
of i'm hearing this.' It's not an easy
thing to get."
Many of the people in attendance
said the way he portrayed the infor
mation helped get the message across.
"I think he really has a powerful
message," said Anne Larrouy, Cowell
Health Center's administrative direc
Dr. Richard Keeling
tor/director of nursing. "1 hope the
I'hoto by Darren M. Antonovich
students really heard it. What he has
to say is so important."
dience that
"It was a really original way to
was predominantly the students "
said student Carrie Kandasamy, who
felt his lecture applied to her personal
life. You can't expect speakers to
come and change your world. You've
got to like mentally participate in it "
Keeling works to enhance indi
vidual
health, self-esteem and health
•••
behaviors. He encourages others to
We want to make sure the stories
build healthy communities, organize
in this newspaper are correct. If an
effective individual health education
error has been made, please con
programs and promote humane and
tact us.
successful health care delivery sys
tems, especially those which work
f you have additional comments,
with adolescents and young adults
concerns or questions about the
Keeling has been called a "na
content of the paper, contact Editional treasure" in the efforts to pre
tor-in-Chief Christopher S. Shultz
pare college students for confident
or Managing Editor Rebecca
purposeful, healthy adult lives. He
Nelson at 946-2115.
forces students to face AIDS, drug and
au

Setting It
Straight

down.
The man grabbed her by the hair
and pounded her face into the
ground, she said. The attacker ran off
when the woman's dog bit him.
The suspect is described as white
or Latino, in his late 20's or early 30's,
5-feet 7-inches tall, weighing approxi
mately 140 pounds. Both victims said
their attacker was unshaven with
dark, stringy, shoulder-length hair. He
also wore dirty clothes, had rotten
front teeth and had acne scars on his
face.
Anyone with information should
contact the Stockton police at 9378377 (if they spot the suspect) or 9378323 (if they have any other informa
tion).

Based on reporting by The Record of
Stockton.

alcohol addiction, and the pervasive
influences of our wider culture which
promote short-term pleasures at the
expense of long-term productive lives.
"I thought his message was pow
erful," said Judith Chamber, vice
president for student life. "I'm thrilled
at the student turnout and I'm grate
ful to the Pollock family for provid
ing the support to make it happen."
Mrs. Pollock said she took the
opportunity to fund the lecture series
because she has three children who
are going to be sexually active in the
next decade. "I am scared. I'm afraid
for them. I think there is an enormous
amount of information that's out
there and I'm not sure how much is
being processed."
"It s scarY being a parent in the
90s, Pollock said. "It's a very powerful message. I believe it was a very rapt
audience. I think Dr. Keeling, as a
charismatic speaker, talked their talk."
I thought the students here were
really terrific. They really connected
to me and I thought they listened,"
Keeling said. "I also felt all day long
that they took this really seriously It's
a huge problem."
Keeling is director of University
Health Services and professor of medi
cine at the University of WisconsinMadison. He is also senior consultant
with Health Advocates and executive
editor of the Journal of American Colege Health. He is a past president of
he American College Health Associa
tion the Foundation for Health in
Higher Education and the Interna
tional Society for AIDS Education.
ee ing is the author of numerous
books, chapters, articles, abstracts,
ditorials and videotapes concerning
health issues.
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p's Miller honored for book

0 Prairie to Prison "follows life of Kate Richards O'Hare
IHA L . I N G H A M
Lin staff writer
lt0ry professor Sally M. Miller
Mthe "Best Book of 1993" from
Lte Historical Society of Mis-

months made her an advocate for
prison reform, and in her later years,

J)r |H.r recent book "From PraiKjson." The book is based on
!,,(early-20th century social aclnd suffragette Kate Richards
was completely unaware
tr book had been nominated
[award. She was presented with
]urd because her publication
• greatest contribution to the
|of the state of Missouri within
it year.
Inn the Prairie to Prison" was
Ited in two years while Miller
iher here at UOP. During those
ars, she had only one semester
i teaching.
p idea for the book was an un|ne. She was inspired to write
(editor, who had done research
jny years on Kate Richards
Bier

[lare was an activist who chalnme of the country's most eshed institutions. She was
I with violating the Espionage
ling World War I in North Dajhen she advocated that the
iernment stay out of the war.
| experience in prison for 18

Sally M. Miller
Photo by Darren M. Antonovich
she served on prison boards, influenc
ing the passage of legislation against
contract prison labor in 1929. She was
part of a commission that helped to
improve the conditions at San
Quentin in 1938. O'Hare died in
Benecia at the age of 71.
The person doing all of the re
search decided to retire from his ca
reer and asked Miller to edit the let

ters he had established of O'Hare's.
Miller agreed and her editor later
asked her to write the biography.
Miller was unaware of her nomi
nation by her publisher, University of
Missouri Press, until she received the
award.
Much of the staff and faculty do
not know this is Miller's seventh
book. She admits, "I like to write. I
find that it is enjoyable." Miller has
been teaching at UOP for 25 years and
is an authority on immigration,
women's history and labor issues.
On behalf of the UOP staff, Col
lege of the Pacific Dean Bob Benedetti
said, "I am exceedingly impressed
with her book." He said that many
books compete for this award every
year, and it is not usually given to a
biography.
"Ihis book is about someone who
history has really forgotten about,"
Benedetti said. "The work of a scholar
is in solitude. The author sends out
the work and never knows what will
become of it. When people purchase
the book, the author is enhancing
knowledge."
These awards imply that there arcpeople out there and they care,
Benedetti said. "After a book is pub
lished, it is anti-climactic."
A copy of "From Prairie to Prison"
is in the Holt-Athcrton Library.

New AYC tutoring
program for
students of all ages
DORTHA L. INGHAM
Pacifican staff writer
There is a new tutoring program
available at UOP that you might not
be aware of. The Tudor House is at the
Anderson Y Center across Pacific Av
enue. They offer drop-in tutoring to
anyone on Monday through Saturday
from 2-7 p.m. The cost is $7 per hour
or an equivalent amount of commu
nity service.
All of the programs at the Ander
son Y are student-run. "We get an
average of seven people on the week
days, although Mondays are our busi
est days," said tutor Kumpira Khleu.
Khleu also said the program is "going
well and there are a lot of people who
come in for tutoring."
There are stand-by tutors in sub
jects like mathematics, social sci
ences, English and other languages.
"It is best if the person calls in
before they come down to make sure
that we will have a tutor in the area
that they need to be tutored in,"
Khleu said. "Tutors have their own
schedules and whenever a tutee
comes in, whoever is on duty will tu
tor the student."
Students from elementary school
age to high school to UOP students
all come in for tutoring.

eal World" cast member taught many
out living with HIV virus, AIDS awareness

n
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Zamora, a well-known
!',a'°r and a cast member of
. World" on MTV, died of
bons from AIDS Friday, Nov.
"h*
Miami,
'because hc was among few
i'.'.Pc sP°aking out about
xxause of his heartthrob

me X"lanner' Zamora beon th e '1,OSt souRht-after

fori,r'» vd,rscafterhetestcd
ses
19no

2

Vlrus tbat cau

at the age of 17.

believed educatlu- hi
Ul >s 7 tSt WeaPon vve have
k,vernmT0ra asked for direct-

neen'1 rfdS tar8etinS ado"
ly h0 ded to know about
lid vyu ° USc a condom cor-

r'nSressu, ,buV 'hem," he
Peed,..,, ,nal• Committee"
wmn
kid\e
in
Wthat
you
can
tul ^'thout
with
u
*
having tnter-

K^^j-s-^ic^entk)n _mes"imunity groups,

churches, schools and the Presiden
tial Commission on AIDS and, this
year, into American living rooms as a
young gay man with HIV on "The
Real World," a show that focuses on
the real lives of seven young people
who shared a San Francisco house.
Clinton praised the ailing Zamora
in a video message played Oct. 23 at
a Los Angeles benefit. "Pedro is a rolemodel for all of us," Clinton said in
the message. "He's shown the cour
age and strength to move beyond
himself, reaching out to others whilestruggling with his own illness."
Zamora fell ill with a neurologi
cal disorder, progressive multifocal
Ieukoencephalopathy, which causes
rapid deterioration, forcing him to
leave San Francisco for a Miami hos
pital in order to be with his family
and to receive treatment.
President Bill Clinton, who
placed a personal call to Zamora- in
late September, had been working
with Attorney General Janet Reno

*

and Health and Human Services Sec
retary Donna Shalala to provide the
rest of Zamora's Cuban family with
visas to the United States. 'These ef
forts brought the entire Zamora fam
ily together for the first time in 14
years.
In recent weeks, federal officials
granted visas to three brothers and a
sister in Cuba to come to his bedside.
Zamora, the youngest of eight
children, was 8 years old when he
came to the United States from Cuba
in the 1980 Mariel boatlift with his
parents and two siblings.
His mother died in 1986. Three
years later, he found out he was in
fected with HIV and, as a way of cop
ing, began talking to young peopleabout AIDS.
Clinton went on to say, "Now no
one in America can say they've never
known someone who's living with
AIDS. The challenge to each of us is
to do something about it and to con
tinue Pedro's fight."

Clinton, noting that one in four
new HIV infections is among peopleunder 20, said in a statement from the
White House:
"Pedro was particularly instru
mental in re-aching out to his own
generation, where AIDS is striking
hard. Through his work with MTV, he
taught young people that 'the real
world' includes AIDS and that each
of us has the responsibility to protect
ourselves and our loved ones."
Contributions can be made to the
Pedro Zamora Memorial Fund at 1800-790-2332.
The San Jose Mercury New contrib
uted to this report.
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College slang differs i(.
from campus to campJ
Food needed for
Thanksgiving baskets

commission was accused of' °^r
charging the Department of Lduca
tiori for S16.4 million in unnecessary
student loans. Both findings are be-

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE
Perhaps you've been there-lurk
ing in your dormitory hallway,
bouncing from room to room, in a
desperate attempt to waste time while
your roommate "entertains his or
her significant other.
Congratulations. You were a

aware of what's going
plANA
w 7-«Q 0n
ui[_ J
m v
, '|
words, you have a due. i>;| SpeC,a
clueful dude when it coratJ Co"e8£
eval history.)
1 Amb
• geek box: At Purdue J 'the?"1
geek boxes are usually tac1
carried by EES and EETsdJ P0^0
The i
tain millions of electronic

nents needed in a lab. 1 ing ra8e
sexile.
• plasma: Whether itsi often ^
m8 Although Kipp has officially re
"Sexile" is just one recent ex
tcred through java or jolt,J child 01
signed, he will not step down as di
ample of the thousands of slang terms
plasma describes caffeine in >h°u^
rector until a successor is named. He
that have been created by students to
forms. (Give me plasma, nnj cePta
will remain on the agency s payroll
describe the oh-so-unique but rarely
• rocked: If you've J 'rre'
as a researcher at his full $99,804 sal
dull experiences of college life. I he
Purdue
University, youdid*| exPtess
ary until June.
term,
which
was
originated
by
In his new duties, Kipp, who has
exam. (I just rocked my !4 int0
Swarthmore
College
students,
de
served as director for nine years, will
test!)
' f"
scribes the state of banishment that
be working on a report entitled lay
• scrump: At the IUXM ' ,S CER
occurs when one's roommate is with
ing for College in California: Assess
tute of Technology, to say \1amon?
a boyfriend or girlfriend.
ing the Impact of Current Trends on
scrumpin' is shorthand forx j P,essl°
Want more samples?
Students and the State."
had sex with someone. I ®"net
• SWAG: Purdue University stu
' stopped by the Union:;' wly
dents use this term to describe an
January
Term
still
open
Dakota
State, say this, anl
Vietnam vets memorial
swers to homework or exam ques
bound to get a smile. Since
Some 150 students have already
tions that were written down seconds
"The Moving Wall," a model in
machines are located in iL
enrolled in more than 30 January
before they were due. (Origin: Scien
stallation of the Vietnam Veterans Term classes that will begin on Jan. 3.
rooms of the Union, sari
Memorial, is currently at UOP until Spaces still remain in the following
tific Wild Ass Guess)
"stopped by the Union tor" '
• Swarthmore Swivel: Again, a
Nov. 21.
courses that meet general education
means you had sex.
| .
A smaller model of the massive
Swarthmore
College invention. Hav
requirements:
•
wank:
At
Columbia
l« » J
black granite wall in Washington D.G.
ing only one dining hall, if a student
• Area I-B: Intro, to Mass Com
a wank (as a noun) is sorml ^
is installed at Knoles Field (sunken
wishes to talk about someone at a
munication; Economic Principles and
is logged onto a coinputerf.
field). It is open to the public 24 hours
meal, he should first look left, look
Problems; American Democracy; and
amount of time. 1 o wank (I ^
a day to pay respects to those who
right, and look behind them to make
Social Problems.
is to log on and stay logged^ ^.
served during the Vietnam War.
• Area I-C: Canada: Land, Re
sure that person isn't in earshot.
At Saturday's home football game
hack your brains out wnit| ^
• clueful: At Carnegie Mellon
sources and People.
with San Jose State, a special "Salute
lots
of Mountain Dew.
• Area Il-A: Native American Lit
University, if you're clueful, you are
to the United States of America" is
planned in conjunction with the erature.
• Area 11I-C: Human Biology and
memorial. The first 10,000 spectators
Medicine;
and Environmental Geol
will receive an American flag. Game
way.
ogy.
time is 1:30 p.m.
More than 20 other courses still
taken from a study area
have openings for academic or elec
BURGLARIES
On Nov. 3, at theSclwJ
California's top
tive credit. On-campus housing ac
On Nov. 4, between 12-2 p.m.,
macy, a wallet was taW
administrator of student
someone broke into a vehicle parked in
commodations are available from Jan.
student's backpack when i
Lot #2 (Swimming Pool area) and took
3-23
at
no
additional
charge
for
stu
aid resigns
attended sometime between
a
car
stereo
valued at $300.
dents presently living on campus.To
On Nov. 6, street sign
Another car burglary occurred in
enroll, stop by the Office of Lifelong
from the area of Presidents
SACRAMENTO (CPS)-The chief of
Lot #7 (behind fraternities) on Nov. 7.
Learning in McConchie Hall or cail
Campus Way.
Hrt
California's Student Aid Commission
Losses included a car stereo, wallet and
946-2424.
On Nov. 8, the spare
resigned after federal officials accused
petty cash.
from a vehicle parkeda
the agency of mishandling millions
Fifteen minutes later, another car
College president
from the School o
.
in student loans.
was broken in to in the same area. A
moves
into
dorm
taken.
They
were
valued
Samuel Kipp III, California's ex
CD player and cellular telephone were
DRUGS/NA RCJ'
LEBANON, 111. (CPS)-A new resi
ecutive director of the Student Aid
taken. Total loss is $350.
VIOLATION'
dent moved into the dormitory at
Commission, announced his resigna
On Nov. 8, someone attempted to
On Nov. 3, officers fo^
McKendree
College
on
Oct.
16.
Al
enter a vehicle parked in Lot #6 (by
tion after intense pressure from the
phemalia in a room
though he attended classes and par
Quads) by smashing out a window.
U.S. Department of Education.
ticipated in student activities, the
Also on Nov. 8, there was an at
Earlier this year, Kipp's agency
HaUQn Nov. 9, drug P^p!
new guy in the dorm was no student.
tempt to burglarize a vehicle patked in
was targeted by federal officials after
found in a room i9,F^o\V,
He was James M. Dennis, presi
Lot #22 (fraternity circle). A window
allegedly mishandling $62.6 million
DID YOU
dent of McKendree College, who
was smashed out.
in federal funds for student loans. The
During this period of ti®e
On Nov.8 and 9, two more vehicles
moved into room 303 of Walton Hall
federal government is seeking the re
Safety officers:
<fn,tp»tr
were burglarized. One was parked in Lot
for one week.
.Provided 42hours of Pal
payment of the money. Kipp and the
#6 (by Quads) and the other in Lot #7
"I wanted to see what living in
pus.
state commission have disputed the
Provided four escorts(behind fraternities). In both incidents,
one
of
our
residence
halls
feels
like,"
federal accusations and have filed a
Found nine open doors a
windows
were
smashed
and
car
stereos
said Dennis, who became the presi
lawsuit trying to stop federal officials
•
Contacted
31
taken.
"
dent of McKendree College on July 1.
from collecting the $62.6 million.
• Assisted four strand
On Nov. 8, the window of a vehicle
"I'd like to get to know our stu
. Presented two safety Pf
The lawsuit is still pending.
parked in Lot #24 (by Bomar lawn) was
dents
better,
communicate
more
ef
halls.
The commission's trouble with
smashed out. There was no loss in this
If you have any hiq y,
fectively with them, see what it feels
federal education officials began
information provided in .... .
incident.
like at seven in the morning, see what
when an audit of the 1990-91 fiscal,
encouraged to contact
THEFTS
the food tastes like in the dining hall
year revealed that incorrect interest
lie Safety at 946-2537 or
On Nov. 3, a backpack containing
campus phones.
and participate in residence hall ac
was paid to lenders and that loans
books and miscellaneous items was
tivities."
• exceeded federal limits. Later, the

Food for needy community resi
dents to enjoy a Thanksgiving dinner
can be donated through the
Multicultural Student Association,
the Community Involvement Pro
gram and Supportive Services Pro
gram.
Any food items, including turkeys, hams, canned foods and boxed
goods, can be brought to SSP's office
in Bannister Hall, first floor Friday,
Nov. 18. Baskets will be delivered on
Wednesday, Nov. 23.

J

Campus Crime Repot
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Slang: When language cops an attitude

m
a MA SMITH
,,ANA
pccial Correspondent
ollcge Press Service

Ambrose Bierce once called slang
the grunt of the human hog," while
I Hayakawa described it as "the
try of everyday life."
The debate over its use and mean,ig rages even today, when slang is
jften still considered the bastard
Mild of the English language, allough perhaps not as socially unac
table as it once was.
Irreverent and colorful, a breezy
xpression such as "Bite me!" slips
ito our lives and insinuates itself
ito daily conversations. And though
's certainly passable conversation
nong friends, it's not exactly an exession you'd want to air at a formal
nner at the White House. Or even
ith your grandparents.
Impolite as it might be, slang does
ive one benefit: it can express dislief ("Get out of town!"), dislike
That sucks!"), or disgust (unprintle, suggests the anatomically im•ssible) in a direct and uncomprolising way. Under the proper circumances, slang gets the point across
luntly and humorously. And despite
5at parents or teachers told you, just
Hit everyone in the United States
"> it to some extent.
Why?
"Well, for one thing, it's fun,"
s Dr. Jonathan E. Lighter, author
a massive new dictionary that
eats American slang in a serious
It puts pep, color and personal

ity into language. Slang also suggests
an intimate familiarity that standard
language simply cannot convey."
Slang, with its rebellious attitude to
ward traditions, is an underground
communication that is particularly
popular with groups of people who
are not part of the power structure
young people, for example. Other
subcultures where slang has flour
ished include the military, students,
athletes, musicians and ethnic
groups.
The meanings and history of such
expressions have been recorded by
Lighter, a linguistics professor at the
University of Tennessee-Knoxville, in
what appears to be the most compre
hensive and exhaustively researched
collection of American slang ever put
together.
References are gleaned from
sources as diverse as weighty tomes
of the Oxford English Dictionary to
pop culture to other compilations of
slang, such as University of North
Carolina Professor's Connie Eble's
"College Slang 101" (1989: Spectacle
Lane Press). lor instance, on page
173, Lighter traces the expression
"Bite me!" to a 1992 episode of "Mar
ried ... With Children" (Fox-TV).
Random House's "Historical Dic
tionary of American Slang" (1994,
$50) is so extensive, in fact, that the
first volume, at more than 1,000
pages, covers slang expressions only
from A-G. (Twelve pages are devoted
entirely to the "F" word and its many

Qtflake a list,
heck it twice
in and see what's naughty or nice.

Bring this ad in
and receive

15% OFF
non-sale items

Lincoln Center 951 -2633

variations, leading the "New York
Times" to dub the volume "one of the
dirtiest books of the year.") The next
book will be published in spring
1996, with the third to follow in
1997.
Slang also is important histori
cally. "Studying language historically
not only answers questions such as
what words were used in which era,
but also deeper social issues such as
when black English began to have an
impact on the language, or how in
ducting millions of Americans into
the military during the 20th century
affected the way we speak," Lighter
says.
The dictionary details not only
words such as "barf," but it's many
permutations as well. To barf, as in
"to vomit," dates back in first refer
ence to the 1940s, although it soared
in popularity in the 1970s. Then
there's also "barfbag," which can
mean "a disgusting, worthless per
son"; barter, ditto; "barf out," to re
volt or disgust; "barfulous," terrible
or repulsive; "barfy," nauseating; and
"barf" as an interjection, as in "1 am
disgusted!"
Lighter does not shy away from
the sexual and excretory words that
provide many of American slang's
most colorful expressions. However,
Lighter's dictionary also is interesting
for what it does not contain. For in
stance, grunge as a music form isn't
included because Lighter and his edi
tors did not consider it to be slang.
Grunge is included in the dictio
nary "only when it refers to dirt," said
Jesse Sheidlower, an editor who
worked with Lighter on the dictio
nary. "Otherwise, grunge is a descrip
tive word for a type of music and its
associated cultural trappings such as
fashion or attitude. It's a word with
an exact meaning that can be said no
other way. It's the same for disco,
heavy metal and rap."
The dictionary also doesn't in
clude jargon that's often used by spe
cific professions or businesses.
"Slang springs from an incredibly
vast array of sources, such as crime,
violence, gambling, the military, al
cohol, drug use and so on," Lighter

says. "Since most of these areas are
largely male-dominated, it might be
safely assumed that men have created
much of the slang that we hear," al
though Lighter suggests that will
change in the future as women move
into previously male-dominated ar
eas.
Words that deal with sexual in
tercourse and drunkenness probably
account, respectively as No. 1 and 2,
as producing more slang synonyms
than any other. Surprisingly, many
expressions that people might think
arose from the counterculture '60s did
not. Terms such as "out of sight" and
"bad" have roots in expressions used
back in the 1800s.
While Lighter took the broad ap
proach to slang in America, two other
college professors recently wrote
books on African-American slang that
also prove expressions such as "hip"
aren't as recent as one might think.
For instance, in "Juba to Jive: A
Dictionary of African-American
Slang" (1994: Penguin Books), Uni
versity of California-Davis Professor
Clarence Major traces the origin of
words such as "hip" to the Bantu fam
ily of languages in Africa in the 1600s.
The original meaning of "hepi" was
"correct—to open one's eyes."
"Funky" also is believed to derive
from Bantu—the term "lu-funki,"
which means to have bad body odor.
"Rap" dates back to the 1730s and has
about 30 different sources with dif
ferent African and European mean
ings ranging from "steal" or "flirt" to
"taunt" or "tease."
Black slang, along with Yiddish
slang, has had an enormous impact
on the development of language in
America, Major says. Although there
are differences in the development of
slang expressions, Major says black
slang is a part of American slang.
"I don't see them as two separate
cultures. They're interwoven, and
whatever antagonisms have existed,
there has been a lot of cross-fertiliza
tion in speech," he says. "The basic
difference would be in the emphasis
on musical quality, the rhythmic pat
terns in phrasing."
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Increase in Library budget long overdue
After struggling with an insufficient budget for too long, the Univer
sity Library has finally received an increase in their budget this YearThe library will receive a one-time allocation of $200,000 in addition
to an equal amount being added to the library's base budget. The increase
will enable the library to resume purchasing much-needed materials.
Because the costs to subscribe to journals, magazines, and other peri
odicals has increased, the library has had little funding left over with which
to buy books. The funding level prevented the library from acquiring newer
books necessary to keep the stacks up to date. This lack of new acquisitions
was one of the concerns WASC stated in their 1991 report.
However, one of President Bill L. Atchley's accomplishments during
his tenure was to increase the University's endowment from $14 million to
its current level of $56 million. The increased endowment has allowed the
University to slow the tuition increases and increase the budget in depart
ments that need it. The library is one of these departments.
Being able to purchase new and updated books is essential to an excel
lent library. Providing the UOP library with this additional money will
help the UOP library in its quest to be an excellent library.
It is rare in these times that a university in California, public or other
wise, can find a way to increase funding to their most important depart
ments, even one as important as a library. UOP seems to have a knack for
surprising us. Let's all be thankful that this was a positive surprise.

UOPIusses and Minuses
PLUS: The UOP Football Team. The Tigers clinched their first winning
season in 16 years with the victory over New Mexico State last Saturday.
PLUS: The Library. They have done an excellent jog of getting their
computer system online.
A mini-MINUS to the Library as well: Because the system is running
well, they are now able to keep track of our overdue books more efficiently.
I'm sure nearly all of us have recieved an overdue notice from a library...but
the day after it was due?
PLUS: The University, and the upcoming hate awarness lecture, fea
turing ex-Aryan Nation leader. Hearing first hand how these groups oper
ate can provide insight to those learning how to fight them.
MINUS: To the University, for publicizing the event in a misleading
view. The use of swastikas is rather sensationalistic, and the note explain
ing that this is a hate awareness lecture is in small type at the bottom of
the flyers.
PLUS: The UOP and Stockton community. Their support at Saturday
night's Women's Volleyball game was phenomenal. It was easily the larg
est turnout this year, and even though the team lost, the support from the
fans was still a huge positive.
MINUS: The Record of Stockton, which prints the Pacifican every week.
They opted to print our front page with the disgusting pea green last week^
even after we said not to. The Pacifican would like to apologize for any lost
lunches resulting from the front page. It wasn't our fault, really!
PLUS: The Tri-Delta spaghetti feed raised over $1700 for the Philan
thropy for Children's Cancer Research. An additional plus to all those who
went out to support it with their wallets and mouths.
PLUS: The housing during the January term will be FREE!
MINUS: The classes will cost an arm and a leg.
MINUS: Phiesta- They ran out of beer and tequila just a bit too early
PLUS: Phiesta- Other than the depleted supplies, the party ran well
PLUS: Southwest, for donating their old couches to whoever wanted
them...but a MINUS for running out before we could get one here at the
office.
PLUS: to the University for giving us the Wednesday before Thanks
giving off.
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LETTER TO THE EDITO
Top Ten

encourages
list
stereotypes

Dear Editor:
We are writing in response to [the
Nov. 11] Top Ten List. We were ex
tremely disturbed with the manner in
which the topic, "If I had to create a
menu for sex on campus", was ap
proached. In this day and age we are
currently attempting to void our
minds of stereotypes, racism, and sex
ism. We feel that the Top Ten List is
encouraging just the opposite.
Your Top Ten List suggests that
labeling people into particular groups
is both proper and is how we should
view others. While this is, apparently,
the way in which Mr. Flood feels
about the subject, we believe that this
list represents a step backward for
both our campus and our society.
As members of more than one of
the "groups" portrayed in the List, we
feel that this was immature, inappro

priate, and entirely out of line. 1
iuidl
Pacifican plays to a large audk
which consists of more than stude|
The views of faculty, staff, pais|
alumni, Stockton community:.
bers, and many students werelii
ently not considered. It must™
membered that this is a public®
providing "Weekly news forthe®
community since 1908", asstato|
the title bar of the Pacifican. I
Mr. Flood and Mr. Shultz,
disregard for community awarentinexcusable. We believe that a rti
tion is in order to rectify this
doing.
Michael Waechter
Grad. Student/Staff Mad*
Jeffrey Schwartz
UOP Staff Member

Praise for running back joe Abdullah
Dear Editor:
I would like to give my congratu
lations to UOP running back Joe
Abdullah for the fantastic accom
plishment he not only achieved
against Arkansas State, but for what
he has done for the Tigers this year as
a player and great person.
I had the pleasure of teaching
Abdullah when he was in the seventh
grade. He was a fierce competitor and
worked hard at gettinghis teammates
to be the best they could be.
Ididn't have much [athletic] con
tact with Abdullah until he became a
sophomoreatSt. Mary's High School.
He was a member of the JV basket
ball team that I coached. He was a
non-starter but loved the games and
quickness and desire to excel, actu
ally earned a starting position for a
few games.

In the world of athletic J
rarely get a chance to w®
all-around person such as a I
Whether the team needs* I
steal in Basketball or that e 1
yard up the middle
be an ambassador in
m the
u«v
for the team/school, Abd ^
plifies these traits to the ru ^
As an educator, I w° ^
extend my appreciation ,
Mrs. Abdullah
---- - for thee supr^
their son and me- .^ m0is
gave tneir
tence as parents help. -f
into what he is today.
jis
thank Joe for all he did to
job rewarding.
Wayne Judge
Stockton Resident
lfi,
This letter appeared pre*
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One of the best performances of
aring voters into passing a bill was
lustrated this month with the pas
te of Proposition 187, or the "Save
,r State" initiative. The proposition,
fich has been held up by the courts,
L designed to save the state money,
Ijmarily the through the education
stein, by denying services to illegal
emigrants and the children of
as, even if the children happen to
Ive been born here, holding citizen|ip-

The main reason for 187 passing
in the economy. Times are still
in California. As the rest of the
tion begins to recover from the re
gion, our state is still lagging bed. The schools are suffering from
|ack of funding, our police are unid, and the state unemployment
ures are still high above the nanal average.
One of our nation's most comn thoughts is that we are never at
It. It's never the American, its
eoneelse. Throughout history, its
n the fault of immigrants,
hether the Irish, the Asians, or now
Hispanic, newcomers have been
med for whatever problem hapi«i to exist at the time. Unfortuly, this often leads the "naturaln" citizens to overlook the true

causes of the prob
Simply stated,
lem.
VIEWPOINT
Proposition 187 was
In the case of
a piece of legislation
Jason Lauborough
California, much
written by conserva
of the problem
tives to take advan
can be traced back to Proposition 13.
tage of the poor economic times.
13 was an initiative that set property
Many of California's right-wingers
taxes on houses at the time the house
have used immigrants as a scapegoat
is purchased. Because of this, families
for problems caused by legislation
who purchased their house in the
passed by the state. 187 was used by
1960's (such as my neighbors back at
Governor Pete Wilson to bolster his
home) are paying under $100 dollars
reelection campaign, blaming some
in property taxes a year. This number
problems that could be traced directly
is frozen, even if the value of the
to him, such as many of the educa
property rises. Because of this, the
tion cuts that he himself inserted into
state loses a significant amount of
state budgets. The problem in this
money on taxes they should be col
state is not illegal immigrants taking
lecting. My parents are paying up
up our resources, but a lack of plan
wards of $400 a year (they bought
ning and leadership among the state
their house in 1986). Multiply the
government.
difference by a even a few hundred
One direct fault with 187 is one
thousand homeowners paying the
of its rationales, that it will save the
lower number, and there's nearly a
schools money. While it may save the
billion dollars in lost, money that
education system the $100 million
could go towards education. There's
that its supporters claimed, cutting
a billion that could go towards tech
funding for schools in this way will
nological research grants in Silicon
violate federal education standards,
Valley. There's a billion that could be
costing the state $15 billion dollars.
used to bolster the police or commu
Another fault is that it denies ser
nity aid programs in Los Angeles,
vices to citizens of the United States.
Stockton, and Oakland. Basically,
187 denies services to children of il
Proposition 13 is costing the state at
legal aliens, even if they happen to
least a billion dollars, probably sev
be born in the U.S. However, these
eral.
children are citizens of this nation.

Jonny Hirschbein

he issue of drinking on campus
*'en in the air of discussions for
ny years. Support as well as disgust
0nK students and officials has
^dthis topic to stand out in the
1 'Rht. Situations branching out
N the involvement of alcohol,
T rought smiles of enjoyment to
nts faccs as well as dragged in
ems of peer pressure and vio' s this something we should
. about? Or is there nothing here
» handle?

,s hmiency with alcohol has
«i the college the title, "Wet
"Us- Other colleges, known as
»thmpUSes'" ^cc' that they have
th n
^ct's'on 'n minimizh u ^ °Wance °falcohol. Though
jjj e K'en given the privilege of
can ^ 'n °Ur rooms an^ elsewhere
s PUS' Wt as students need to
Ufe that we can handle the rc•n. ' Jtits that come with it.
' '^'th of today have a lot of
ftsur
h<i(||L f "a,1ging over them from
' an*Uy, girlfriends or boy

friends, etc. We often struggle to cope
with them. I think that for some,
drinking is a way people have found
to cope with living in a limited envi
ronment, and also a product of bore
dom. Some people enjoy drinking,
stating that it loosens people up and
sometimes stimulates conversation.
Much of today's youth also likes

Call Jason at 94H115 for derails

WIN-WIN
When You

Did You Know..
Plasma Is an essential fluid of life and thero is"
an on-going neod for good quality plasma.
Plasma-based cnedicinos savo thousands of
livos, some right horo in our community.

Drinking is a way
people have found to
cope with living in a
limited environment
to flaunt with society's rules and dan
gers in life. In that matter, drinking
can be a game. You go out for a night
of drinking and you don't know
where you're going to end up the next
day. It could work out good or it could
be disastrous. It's like a throw of the
dice. 1 believe that idea itself, stimu
lates us.

Jason Lauborough is Opinion Editor
of The Pucifican.

Wrile Opinion pieces for Die Pacifican.

VIEWPOINT

A throw of the
drinking on campus

These children deserve as much edu
cation and protection as any other
citizen. Unless someone feels like
passing an amendment to the Con
stitution revising the qualifications
for gaining citizenship, children of
any immigrant, legal or illegal are citi
zens, and are entitled to the same
rights as any of us are.
Because 187 requires teachers to
report to the state any children that
they even suspect of being illegal
aliens, it will turn our schools into a
police state. Children will be living
in fear, hoping that their teacher of
friends won't decide to report them,
even if they are legal residents or citi
zens. Not only will 187 cost the
schools billions of dollars, but it will
turn the school system into an unfit
place to learn.
A final point is this: one thing has
been found throughout history when
referring to immigrants—they aren't
going to stop coming. Personally, I'd
rather have them educated, rather
than forcing the children out of
schools and out to the streets. We all
know what the budget in California
has done to the police system.
But of course, that isn't the fault
of the Americans.
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Lashinq a booster rocket ontospace capsule that
CARRIE HAYWARD
Pacifican staff writer

For more than 10 years They
Might Be Giants have been crafting
memorable melodies ^nd goofy lyr
ics which have earned them a huge
cult following and airplay on alterna
tive rock stations.
Up until two years ago, the group
was just two guys: John Flansburgh
on guitar and vocals, and John
I.innell on accordion, sax and vocals,
plus a drum machine. In addition to
releasing two independent label I Ps
and numerous F.Ps, They Might Be
Giants started the Dial-A-Song service
(originally Flansburgh's home an
swering machine), a regular charge
call to Brooklyn that lets you hear a
new TMBG song every day.
They Might Be Giants,who take
their name from an obscure, early sev
enties B-movie starring George C.
Scott, recently saw their major label
debut, 1990's "Flood," certified gold,
having spawned the Top Ten hit
"Birdhouse In Your Soul," and 1992's
"Apollo 18" is hot on its heels.
With the release of their latest al
bum, "John Henry," the duo has been
joined by a tight backing band and
an array of talented guest artists.
Flansburgh recently took time out
from the group's U.S. tour to answer
a few questions.
Q: How did you two get yOur
start?
A: We were friends in high
school, we worked on the high school
paper together, and kind of got
caught up in the punk rock explosion,
and had little bands when we were in
college. John actually worked in a
popular band from Rhode Island
called the Mundanes. They moved to
New York at the same time that I was
transferring into the Pratt Institute,
which is an art school in Brooklyn.
We kind of met up again in the
early '80s, and started sharing equip
ment—I had a four-track tape re
corder and John had a synthesizer,
and we started playing oil each
other's tapes. We were doing a lot of
odd-ball songwriting. When we
started we kind of sounded like a Resi
dents imitation project. We were re
ally heavily influenced by them, and
were very compulsive about our song
writing thing.
It's just something that we
wanted to do and, after a few years,

They Might Be Giants will bring their distinctive brand of music to the Crest Theater in Sacramento on Nov.
right) John Flansburgh, Brian Doherty, John Linnell, and Tony Mamone.
Photo by Michael
had a big enough pile of songs that
we felt like we could actually perform
them in public, and started doing the
New York crummy club scene. Then
there was this point where the East
Village scene...really took off, like
there was a bunch of clubs that were
featuring a really different kind of
performers than your standard rock
fare.
It was actually kind of a great time
for us because, unlike coming up as a
provincial band, where you have
played the "shmoe" club, and the guy
goes, "I wanna hear that song by
Candlebox!" We were on the kind of
scene jwfoere <doing*an originaFshow •

•

was encouraged....We got a lot of en
couragement to just stretch out.
The people who ran these clubs
seemed to really believe in the spirit
of our band and we had the opportu
nity to do a bunch of things that
bands usually don't get to do. We
would do long stands, or we would
play every Friday night for five weeks
in a row. So it actually was a great
place to get a start because we got a
lot of stage experience, for a bunch
of advanced beginner musicians. We
actually got a lot of work under our
belt before we really started making
records. We were lucky.

Q: You're known for you'entertaining live show, an
that every single night is
How do you keep that up- ,
you consistently differ^,,
wacky and zany throug
tour?
1
A: Uh,
well,
J\'.
un, W
e l l ; sometimes**
. J '
la
g
bitter and grumpy ( " WeC
thinir
it'c that airierdifferent.
think it's
#
repertoire a bunch, he ^
the reperiouc
s
r^nlp would
the songs people
would V ^ we didn't play. So ther ^
amount of consisten y ^
haven't done a show

CE9
gjevicvv
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ampire' disappoints; 'Santa Clause' offers
in
s' P,easlng Disney entertainment

N MCFAUL

jean staff writer
jve four words for the film "InU'ith the Vampire: " Waste Of
e. In fact, I heard a great joke
leaving the theater. The joker
just saw 'Interview With the
re.' It was a good movie. Ha ha
nfortunately, his sarcasm was
rate at could be.
me into this movie expecting
ing great. I mean, here you
mi Cruise, Brad Pitt and Chrisater all in one supposedly accked thriller about vampires,
•ver, heard more laughs in the
that anything else. Call it a
comedy, or what you may, but
ovie was slow, annoying and
to watch.
were a girl, I would have disd the screenplay, the lack of
and the lack of filmic quality,
the three male actors. Thus,'
ng to the femalesIhave talked
<>u are one of the many who
ate the on-screen presence of
Pitt and Slater, go see this
»ut, if you actually have the
male, or the peculiar male, they did
" be entertained, go see someabsolutely
nothing for me.
Ise
«• Though the sight of these
At any rate, spend your money on
ay entertain the average fesomething else. There are some great

but unless you have an insane desirr
for boredom and displeasure, stay
away from "Interview With the Vam
pire."

I'ltoto credit: Attila Dory

movies coming out. Don't buy into
all the hoopla. There are better things
to do. We're college students. Read a
book, go to a party, or rent a video,

OP launches new program format
ve t0
ITL

more standard NPR fare
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ion." Phis live variety show features
comedy sketches, music, special
guests and Keillor's signature mono
logue, "The News from Lake Woebe
gone."
Among this year's guests on the
show are Chet Atkins, Johnny
Gimble, Paul Cebar & the
Milwaukeens, United States Poet lau
reate Rita Dove, gospel quintet The
Fairfield Pour and the Boys of the
Lough.
"A Prairie Home Companion"
can be heard on Saturday afternoons
from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m., and it will be
repeated each following Monday
from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
While programs such as "Fresh
Air" and "A Prairie Home Compan
ion" are being added to the program
ming list, some including "Commu
nity Potpourri," "Women of San
Joaquin," "The Black American Expe
rience," "The Asian Emergence," and
The Latin Voice," will no longer be
part of the KUOP program sequence.

KUOP's New Line-up
Monday through Friday
Morning Edition: 4 a.m. to 9 a.m.
Morning Classics: 9 a.m. to Noon
Breczin': Noon to 3 p.m.
Ml Things Considered i p.m. to 6 p.m.
Fresh Air:6p.m. to 7p.m.
Mondays to Thursdays.
Frame Home (kmpamon (rebwaJcast): 7 p.m to 9 p.m.
Mondays:West Coast Live (rebroadcast): 7
p.m. to 9 p.m.
TuesdaysMver City Folk 7 p.m. to 8 pan.
WednesdaystFoik Masters: 8 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Schkkde Mix 7 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Thursdays-.ktusk from the Hearts of Spate
8 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Saturday
Weekend Etlitioti: 5 a.m. to 9 a.m.
Prairie Fires and Paper Moons: 9 a.m.
p.m.

to 3

A Prairie Home Companion: 3 p.m. to S p.m.
Atl Things Considered: 5 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Sunday
Weekend Edition: S a.m. to 9 am.
My Beat and Swing Band Plus: Noon to 3
p.m.
West Live Coast: 3 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Ah Things Considered: 5 p.m. to 6 p.m.
FreshAir: 6p.m. to7p.m.
Music form the Hmrts of Space: 7 p.m to $.

l)on 1 ask me why ' went to see
Ihe Santa Clause," starring Tim
Allen. Maybe it's becauseIlike watch
ing corny Disney movies, or more
importantly, because I enjoy watch
ing the I\ sitcom "Home Improve
ment." Regardless, I found it to be
relatively entertaining. This movie is
all about rekindling the Christmas
spirit and the belief in Santa Claus to
a society full of non-believers and
seekers of truth. As adults, we often
forget that we have quite a significant
influence on our children.
I like this kind of stuff. It gives me
chills. You know, the good kind. Not
the kind where it's just your body re
sponding to an overly ambitious
movie air-conditioner, but the kind
where your body is effected by the
words and the music on screen.I like
that feeling.
I he Santa Clause" is not a mustsee. 1 would never obligate you, the
reader, to have to see a movie unless
it was on the brink of perfection. This
movie was far from that level of filmic
brilliance, but it was fun. It was fun
to watch and, at times, I felt like a
little kid. If you have nephews, nieces,
cousins or other little friends, take
them to see this movie over Thanks
giving break. They'll love it, and it'll
make you feel good.

Tickets for annual
holiday production
on sale now
THE PACIFICAN
1 ickets for the San Joaquin
County Ballet's 1994 production of
The Nutcracker Ballet" are on sale
now. Tickets are for reserved seats and
can be purchased at the Delta College
Box Office or by phone at 474-5110
with Visa or Mastercard. Prices are
S10, $16 and $21, depending on seat
location.
Ihis annual production features
professional guest artists, lavish cos
tumes and scenery, and a 44-piece
orchestra. Performances will take
place in the Atherton Auditorium at
Delta College. The production will
run from Dec. 16 through Dec. 18
with both evening and matinee
showings.
For further information call 4671440.

CD reviews

Cornucopia of new musical selectim
American Music Club
"San Francisco"
Singer/songwriter Mark Eitzel
continues to bare his battered soul on
American Music Club's sixth album.
If last year's subtly moving "Mercury"
crept slowly into your heart, "San
Francisco" launches a frontal assault
with pop hooks and deftly wry lyrics.
Eitzel is one of the few songwriters
who can express disappointment and
self- deprecation without wallowing
in self-pity.
Even the slower, haunting pieces
"like "'The Revolving Door" and "The
Thorn In My Side Is Gone" never re
sort to pitiful whining. Instead, Eitzel
delivers the lyrics with a yearning
honesty which is infinitely more af
fecting.
Musically, AMC learn as they go
and, in ten years, have gone far. Their
instrumentation has an atmospheric
quality rather than an overtly aggres
sive tone. Guitarist Vudi's bag of tricks
includes delicate finger picking,
funky wall, and melancholy slide gui
tar. The rest of the band handle ev
erything from drums, bass and key
boards to mandolin and tablas. The
finished product is a collage of sounds
and styles that's definitely worth
checking out.
American Music Club will be at
the Press Club in Sacramento on Fri
day, Nov. 18.
—Carrie Hayward, Pacifican Staff
Writer
"

•' Various Artists
"Beat the Retreat: A Tribute to
Richard Thompson"
Richard Thompson is perhaps the
best kept secret in the music business.
A
former
member
of
the
groundbreaking folk group Fairport
Convention, Thompson has enjoyed
critical but not commercial acclaim
for many years.
His songs touch on the dark, sar
donic side of human experience and
emotion and are influenced by folk,
punk, Celtic, rock, and many other
styles of music. Perhaps his finest al
bum is 1982's "Shoot Out the Lights,"
a dark record, deeply affected by the
breakup with wife and recording partntr Linda. Rolling Stone Magazine
ranks this album in the top 10 albums
released in the '80's.
Also indispensable—and a fantas
tic introduction to this visionary art
ist—is 1991's "Rumor and Sigh." This
album
features
Thompson's
songwriting at its finest. A highlight
is "Psycho Street," kind of a Mr.
Rogers goes insane tune, with each
resident just a little more bizarre then
the
"~ last.
' '' * ' ' • »
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Richard Thompson is the artist honored on the tribute album "Beat the Retreat."
Photo by Peter Sanders

"Beat the Retreat" is a tribute al
bum that is well put-together. The
choice of artists is varied, which is
appropriate for Thompson's everchanging styles. For the alternative
crowd we have X, Bob Mould, Syd
Straw with Evan Dando, and Dino
saur Jr. For the folk enthusiast, Shawn
Colvin with Loudon VVainwright III,
June Tabor, and Maddy Prior.
If your tastes run to more main
stream pursuits, you will probably
enjoy listening to R.E.M., Bonnie
Raitt, and David Byrne. Finally, for all
the cajun mavens out there,
Beausoleil performs the Thompson
classic "Valerie."
This well-produced tribute serves
as the perfect introduction to Thomp
son, or as a wonderful companion to
his other albums. R.E.M.'s "Wall of
Death" is a fairly straightforward
cover of one of Thompson's best
songs. It features some beautiful har
monies, and Michael Stipe is indeed
in rare form.
With "Shoot Out the Lights " X's
Exene Cervenka provides a back
ground vocal that sounds eerily like
Linda Thompson's original. Bob
Mould actually outdoes Thompson
on his version of 1988's "Turning of
the I ide." Mould plays and sings with
wild yet focused energy on this bitter
song about a man who realizes the
girl of his dreams is not all she's
cracked up to be. "How many lips
how many hands have held you/Like
m holding you tonight?" From the
\hown h^e, one would
think that Mould was the writer It
)ust sounds so honest. As good as the
'V.!

original version off of the album
"Amnesia" is, Mould has surpassed it.
Do yourself a favor; allow these
performances to introduce you to the
outstanding work of this fin« artist.
He is truly one of the premier
songwriters and guitarists working
today. Io quote David Byrne, "It is
somewhat satisfying that he has not
yet achieved household name status.
It serves him right for being.&fgoyd.''
—loel Schwitzer, Pacifican'Staff
Writer
<>

Danzig
"Danzig 4"
The heavy metal group Danzig
just can't put out a bad album, a fact
supported by their latest release,
"Danzig 4."
This hard-hitting collection com
bines the lyrical evolution expressed
In their last release, "How the Gods
Kill, and some of the ferocious ag
gression from earlier recordings. In
all, it is a worthy combination.
I he first track off the album is the
fast-paced "Brand New God," a crush
ing metal number that will instantly
grab Danzig fans and metal freaks
alike. The same is true of "Bringer of
Death; and "Until You Call on the
are sear'ng cuts that
vf
showcase guitarist John Christ's pow
erful playing.
All Danzig fans know that singer/
ac up guitarist/pianist/strongman
Glenn Danzig is an ardent lover of the
power ballad, a style which shows up
in one of the best songs, "Going
Downto. Die." This song showcase!

the explosive energy ann
that can be conveyed^,?
changes and mood-settij
We also know that Glenn,
loves innovative acousticS
ala "Danzig 2"-and he J
appoint here. The slow acn«
"Little Whip," "DominS
it be Captured" alPshoi
artist's soulful wail and Chris
tivating acoustic playing The
unusual song "Cantspeak" j
the enormous skill Danzigm
as a vocalist and the tang®
willing to follow in songwriij
If you like powerful mas
involves skill then you ma;
"Danzig 4." It is full of surprise
for veteran Danzig fans; wiia
"secret" CD track (#66) thati
three minutes of crazy moani
chanting! Hie only negativej
. this album is that biodegrati
per holder (which gets messed
ally easily and allows your CD
bent or scratched) that iepk
usual plastic CD case.
Still, it is the musicthatssi
heart, and only this qualityoiw
can come from one of the in
derrated metal bands.
—Scott Stroud, Pacificism
Writer

Freedy Johnston
"This Perfect World"

On his third album, a®
label debut FreedyJohnston
twelve deliciously perfect p#
liberally sprinkled with honemonies and crisp chording-'
Butch Vig (Nirvana, Smashjp
kins) uses a surprisingly l>8
to define Johnston's fragile
with an underlying substane
The songs are built
sti
Johnston's strong acousti,
playing and achingly b&iuri
monies. His lyrics tell of
ers and leaving, couched in.
of bluesy twang and foltyjj
The album kicks
,
with the lead single "Ba
tion," a catchy acoustic/?1
fessional with a driving
rolls into the equally ca^.
rem
Tears," which is remind
and A Man Called E. n ^
"This Perfect World
Again" provide bittersvve? ^
tioft before the rollicking
ers Stop," a decepbj .
sounding song, lifts th
up to pop bliss.
The rest of the albj
much the same pattern ^
bum closing "I
Laughs," which vee,s»Jj|
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Casa Flores: 'Smashed beans and
rice on Miracle Mile
,^ran<'Pink

b
CR
H IRSI T
S TOOPPH
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R S. SHULTZ

Pocifican staff writer
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noweTSwh„K

. Almost every neighborhood in
J jlifiornia has a Mexican restaurant
uninspiring.
equally
like (asa Flores. It's run by the Flores
Ijinily - descended for the original
l onquistadors, their menu notes Casa Flores
ftnd serves up Mexican food the way
Restaurant
Wricans like it, not like they make
'831 Pacific Avenue, Stockton
ItinMexico.
•:? . ?
Phone: (209) 941-Mf 5
J A friend and 1 stopped by Casa
Price Range (per person): S5110
lores one Friday night before catchW 3 mov{<?
»he Stockton Royal
theatre, which is right next door to
c restaurant'on the Miracle Mile A
(gestion; troy your" movie tickets
"Of too bad
Very Good, 4=. Truly Outstanding
it then dash over to Casa Flores
i can sneak in front of the ticket
' right before the movie is coin*
8
K
k start.
Ihe decor is not particularly in2?* who ^eruded each of the
tables in rotation. It really bugs me
—•

BOHEMIA '

Restaurant rpvipuy

Shannon's gets
another chance

L
A U D F I VI
A I 1 \r
LAUREL
NOLAN
Pacifican staff writer
After reading last week's review
The played a song anvwav on Shannon's Lakeside Grill, I ques
tioned whether or not this was the
mk' abe>»e-tus labios
t^l"TTr
same Shannon's that I enjoyed so
a buck
course we gave them
?,ded to revisH the ^staurant to make sure it had not gone bad
The dinner menu at Casa Flore*
over the summer.
|s highliKhtvd by a variety of comlriMy companion and I arrived on
nation platters. For J6.75 you can
a
ITtarsday
night around 8 p.m were
ne
° *"<*««**» and
promptly greeted by the hem ^
one chrle reHeno. For about $S you
then seated at a special table slightly
can choose two of the above three
above
the open dining area. The »esoptions All combination platters
crovvded b"t not inun
,G^nt
dated with customers
rfoe
we've
**
^
^
"^veve conie to expect from neigh
borhood Mexican restaurants
h„Jr fareis
standard-tacos,
burntos. enchiladas, tostadas, huevos
ancheros - wtth a few creative addi
For a main course 1 ordered Kins
salmon and my companion ordered
ct* C*sa flores pogr 12
Jb* pepper steak. We both had the
d that C°mCS 4*rth the
m«ls'
3Sk if 1 want

to hear a
S<,y
yeS
1
wil1
Ported
.! a tip.
** ex
pected to"^
to give them

Upon ordering, the waiter
fought our dam chowder and fresh
Shannon'! Lakeside Grift
•777 Qua» takes Drire, StDrtire
Phone: (209) 952-1637

Price Range (perperson): t?-lT6

S'' '8^
i 'DrXPn '^jfair, not toe b
i^Very Good, 4=Truty Out star

French liread served on a wood block
I he chowder was a little bland and
aPP«ar to be homemade. The
i
bread was delicious.
fmJh*,? after my companion and I
brushed our soup, our C*sa, aiids
arrived. The lettuce was smothered in
dressing, but tasted quite good. We
arrived °Uf M'adS 3nd °Ur dinn™

n"e" s

'"om, dad, and big brother.

JpTrT0^'1ec!ab0Ut my marr'a8e- After twelve happy"
appteev^ d y " " * ^ h * S ^ e a t i n ^

Our waiter also brought me a ca
rafe filled with iced tea for our table.
.1710 J?"K salmon with vegetables
and mashed potatoes was wonderful
The salmon was grilled and served
with a lemon dill butter sauce. Even
though it seemed interesting to serve
mashed potatoes with fish, they were
quite good and contained fresh
chives.
My companion loved his pepper
ahS
ProP^y to his liking.
All the fat had been trimmed and the
sauce was great. His dinner was also
served with vegetables and mashed
potatoes.
I found everything at Shannon's
wonderful, from the service tothe
food. I would recommend Shannon's
Lakeside Grill to anyone looking for
a nice restaurant for a date or special
event, but n o t t o someone who
would rather eat at a bowling alley.

m* ARTS &
TMBG

continued from page 8

Start" and "Birdhouse in Your Soul"
so it's not like we've just thrown away
the rock guidebook.
But we do like to change it up. 1
think the thing that really helps make
the show good Is that we believe in
what we're doing. It's a very personal
project, and It's exactly what we're
into. It's easy to feel passionate about
something that is really coming di
rectly from you.

But once you have an idea—when
you've written a bunch of songs-you
end up where it's not that differen
than writing a limerick, or something.
There's a template—our songs have
verses and choruses and bridges and
they rhyme, a lot of the time.
I think once you have an initial
idea, it's pretty clear how you're go
ing to flesh it out. It's a funny se
quence of events because I can t re
ally tell you...what sparks the notion
to write a new song.

Q: The direction that your
songs take is so wildly different
from most of the material that is
around today. On "John Henry"
alone you refer to Allen Ginsburg,
Alice Cooper and Plato. How did
you guys decide to write about
such weird stuff?
A: I think we just want to keep if
interesting and we incorporate a lot
of things that people actually are
quite familiar with. There are cultural
references in our songs that, I think,
are almost universal, but they're just
not the average fare for a song.
1 think our approach ..comes
from us, and we're not streamlining
it to reach a wider audience. We're
doing something that really is an ex
pression of what we're interested in,
and that just makes for a more chal
lenging kind of song.
The point I want to stress is that
there are people (whose) orientation
is towards their audience, like they're
trying to take their audience some
where, and when they're writing a
song, they're thinking about how it's
going to work with their crowd.... We
started in total obscurity; we were
writing for ourselves and it was a very
unselfconscious act. The second we
started thinking about what our re
sponsibilities are, we'd probably just
like completely clam up.
We're pretty Shy about the whole
process and it's too scary to think
about what's going to happen to the
songs. For me, the Dial-a-song is a
great excuse to write more songs be
cause it's such a disposable medium.
You put a song on Dial-a-song and it
Q:You guys are really pro
just gets heard in. that there. It's a
lific—five albums, tons of EPs,
good reason to just write another
and the Dial-A-Song, with a new
song and not think about writing a
song everyday How do you
song for an album, or how you're go
come up with some of these ideas
ing to perform it live, or if it's really
like "Everybody wants a rock to
even good enough, or if it's going to
wind a string around" and "The
cut it, or whatever....
Statue Got Me High"?
If I set out to write 10 crummy
A: Well it's hard to say where you
songs I think I have a much better
get the inspiration to write a song. I
chance of one of them coming out
mean in some ways, if you knew
actually good than if I sat down and
where it came from we'd probably be. said, "I'm going to write a hit song
a able to write twice as many songs as
and everyone who likes us is going to
we do.
dig it." I can't work that way. It's just
...I think all writers just walk
too much pressure....
around going, "I don't know if I'll
In a way, we're writing for a
ever write again" There's just a thing
project called They Might Be Giants,
about writers' block in general that, and-what that is is beyond us as per
kind of shatters your confidence.
forming personalities, and rock per
Q:You've decided to bring afull
band-onboard this time, and I know
they were with the tpur last May.
Were all or most of the new songs
written then?
A:We worked out a lot of the
songs on the album while we were
touring this last couple of years. We
picked up live rhythm section in the
summer of '92, right when we were
going out on tour for "Apollo 18."
We had done a lot of national
touring, and had gone to Japan and
Europe a couple of times in '90 and
'91, and it seemed important that we
try to spice up the show somehow,
and there weren't a lot of clear op
tions. Basically, there's the comput
erized laser light show, you could
have dancers—there's not a lot of
ways to make a show bigger and bet
ter, that aren't just kind of dubious,
and it seemed like that was one thing
that we hadn't really explored.
We auditioned some people who
were on the New York scene and just
did a couple of small audition days,
all with people that we knew, or were
recommended to us, and found a
bunch of guys that we wanted to
work with, and it's been really fun.
It's a much more social way of
working: When we started out it was
just the two of us and a sound man,
and it was a very austere way of be
ing on the road. Now it's just a big
group of people, and there's a whole
wild dynamic between all these dif
ferent people.... It's really a lot more
fun.

cerns, are very different than thec
cerns of people in a band.
^t's not like confessional
I'm completely spiritually
songwriting, or somehow wrapped up
with the indie scene, but it's really^
in our personal scene Even when
that different a business—if you)
t
you're writing a song thats |lkeJ| r°"
going to end up staying in it -tha:
mantic song, you can writeabout
the business of...beingv on
— a major
those issues and not burst into tears,
People
kind
of
make
a
big
deal (oui
in fact if you want to write some
of(it)...they
try
to
act
as
if
there
isi
thing insightful it might be helpful if
fundamental
difference
between
«r
you did not burst into tears!(laughs)
indie and a major, but if somebod!
else is making your records and pat
O- Some of the reviews
ing you a royalty—it's not thatdiff,
of "John Henry" that I ye
ent.
read say it's the same old
I guess when we have appea,s
thing-it's fust TMBG whip
on,
MTV
and when we have been ot
ping out a couple more
the
Tonight
Show and done thin;
sopgs, and then others arc
that
have
a
more
high-profile met.
flipping out over this totally
aspect
to
them,
because
what wet
new direction that TMBG is
sticks
out
from
it
so
much,
we don
going in. What do you think?
end
up
appearing
like
we're
trying)
A:: The image that I've tried to put
get
over,
or
something.
But
we
ma)
forward to best describe what's going
videos,
we
work
to
get
ot
rock
on is that we've lashed a booster
records
in
chain
stores,
we
don't
hav
rocket onto the space capsule that is
a will to be unsuccessful.... *-•
They Might Be Giants, and it hasn t
The selling out— I went to
really changed our direction that
school,
and...people are alwaysdete
we're traveling through space, but it's
ing
the
issues of selling out in thear
radically changed our velocity.
world.
People's
credibility is a ver
In terms of the songwriting, we
very
important,
burning
issue....!
have been writing songs for ten years
as
I
looked
around
me in
alized
or more, and on some level it really is
art
school,
that
everybody,
on sore
coming from the same place that our
level,...thinks
they're
doing
soo
previous work has. The spirit of what
thing
that's
valid....
we're doing and the philosophy of
I don't think there's a single pe
our approach hasn't really changed.
son
in the world who thinks then
It's not like "What we were doing be
sold
out. Even people who've ma)
fore is ho good and now this is where
incredible
transitions from ben
we're at." It's more like the sonic ho
good
to
being
horrible thes
rizon has opened up and just the im
people
who,
it
seems to me. '
pact of the music has been amped up
clearly
selling
out,
but I don't tin
a bunch....
they
see
it
that
way.
1 think theyj®
For me it's brought the musical
see
it
as
an
evolution...
_
component of the songs, as opposed
They Might Be Giants willW'
to the lyrical component, into bal
the Crest Theater in Sacramento t
ance. We've always had people focus
on the lyrics and obsess about the lyr •Tuesday, November 22
ics, and really think of that as the
main point of interest.
Conservatory Opera
For us, in some way, we've always
Theatre presents
felt like our real strength was in the
arrangement and in the balance be
double performance
tween the lyrics and the music....The
BRAD ADORADOR
melodies of the songs were really the
Pociffican
guest writer
key, secret ingredient that made it
"Prima
Donna
and A u
worthwhile, and having the music be
Bridge"
are
two
one-act
open
a little bit more fleshed out and a little
presented by the Consei^tob
bit more powerful seems to bring it
Music's Opera Theatre this F
all into better balance,
Saturday in Faye Spanos Co
y>
-Prima Donna" ^
Q: It seems that you're
jamin, set in mid'18l*nllt ^
able to make the kind of
Venice,
is an opera abo
music that you want and
young
man,
who has rece J
you've never had to decide
of
money,
plots
to benefit
whether or not compromise
from
a
rich
uncle.
SJ|f
your integrity. That ques
"A
Hand
of
Bridge
W
^
tion doesn't even seem to
Barber
is
about
how^
apply to the music that..you
game is enlivened by the ^
make. Is that because of the
dreams and desires o
fJ
type of music, or your atti
players. Starring in thtf ' »
tude toward music?
Nova Dague, Laurelle: Math
A:...We sold a lot of records on
Peters and John C. Gipp' • ^
an indie label,.so when we went to a
Prices are $3 for V
major, we had a little flurry of "have
and
$6 for general adnr 4)S
you sold out" questions....An
more
information, call ?
audience's concerns, or a critic's con-
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Coso Flores

continued from page 10

folk territory.
Throughout, Johnston remains
consistent, proving himself a talented
songwriter and gifted musician.
—Carrie Hay-ward, Pacifican Staff
Writer

panic Choir
"Soul and Luna"
in 1993, the nucleus of the Panic
Choir—writers Carol and Kevin
Johnson—decided to move from
Venice Beach, California to Austin,
Texas. Once there, they Joined bass
ist Mike Hynes, drummer Rob
Hooper, and guitarist/mandolinist
Charles Rieser. In the scant year-anda-half since then, the Panic Choir has
developed a sizable following in not
just Texas, but also Colorado, the
midwest and other areas of the coun
try. They have also released "Soul and
Luna," a satisfying, self-produced de
but album released by Crystal Clear
Sounds.
The country and folk influences
are apparent from the beginning, but
the music expands on these influ
ences. Each song is an experience in
and of itself. The opener, "Freedom,"
is just one of those songs that imme
diately makes you move and sway
with the music. From the moment
this song begins, the listener can for

get any troubles and just enjoy the
music.
"Tresspassin" features a harderedged guitar than the other tracks,
and Johnson's vocals become more
biting to compliment it. The result is
similar to Melissa Etheridge meets
Heart, and is an absolute pleasure to
listen to. One of their best written
songs, "Good Intentions," is a re
minder that no matter how stressful
things get, you have to just relax
sometimes, lest your good intentions
in life become unrealizable. At first,
the important message of this song
can be lost behind the positive energy
of the rhythms and vocals. This is not
important though, because if you be
come immersed in the song, you are
following its advice already.
On one of the album's finest mo
ments, "Trip Around the World," the
listener is taken by Johnson on an
odyssey through Mexico, India,
France, and numerous other coun
tries. It is a fun little trek that musi
cally echoes of seventies radio staple,
"Let Your Love Flow." "Soul and
Luna" is an enticing album that may
just take up residence in your CD
player for weeks at a time.
—Joel Schwitzer, Pacifican Staff
Writer

Yonll be thankful
yon saved the day
with Kodak products.

KODAK
ROYAL GOLD
100 Film/400 Film
35mm • 24.or 36 exposure

•

Paperback
bestsellers for
November

continued from page 11

Special
Free Enlargement"
°ffer on package
Get great savings on everything you need to capture
y°ur family moments on film, from Thanksgiving through the
holiday season. See OUT full line of Kodak products today!

University Book Store
frooks . . . and a whole lot more!
Lower Level • McCaffrey Center

tions like guacamole tostadas and "su
per soft tacos." Real Menudo soup is
served on Saturdays and Sundays
only.
A full selection of American and
Mexican beers is available, including
some less well-known beers like Negra
Modelo, which I have heard is pretty
good.
Being an herbivore, 1 choose the
platter with two cheese enchiladas
and a margarita. The waitress re
turned with a strawberry margarita,
which would have been OK except
they forgot to include any substan
tial amount of alcohol. I downed my
strawberry slurpee with extreme dis
appointment.
My
cheese
enchiladas
were...well...pretty bland. The brown
sauce surrounding them reminded
me more of gravy than enchilada
sauce. Cheese enchiladas isn't the
most exciting dish in the world, but
it can have a lot more flavor.
My dining companion chose one
cheese enchilada and, being a parttime carnivore, a pork burrito. The
pork burrito was spicy and tasty, my
companion reports, but the cheese
enchilada was only mediocre.
One good note on the food at
Casa Flores: the salsa is really picante
and the chips aren't 6 weeks old.
Don't go out of your way to eat
at Casa Flores, but don't hesitate to
stop there for lunch or dinner if
you're in the neighborhood or have
a little time before your movie starts.

IDE PflCIFICflN
Opinion Section.
Musses sod minuses
evert] Thursday morning.

1. "The Shipping News," by E.
Annie Proulx. (Touchstone,
$12.) Newspaperman returns to
his childhood home after wife's
death.
2. "Like Water For Chocolate," by
Laura Esquivel. (Anchor/
Doubieday, $5.99.) Life and
recipes on a Mexican ranch.
3. "Forrest Gump," by Winston
Groom. (Pocket, $5.50.) Simple
Alabama man journeys through
three decades of American his
tory.
4. "Smilla's Sense of Snow," by Pe
ter Hoeg. (Dell, $6.50.) Investi
gation of a child's mysterious
death.
5. "Disclosure," by Michael
Crichton. (Ballantine, $6.99.)
Sexual harassment in a Seattle
electronics firm.
6. "Homicidal Psycho Jungle Cat,"
by Bill Watterson. (Andrews &
McMeel, $12.95.) latest Calvin
and Hobbes collection.
7. "Nightmares and Dreamscapes,"
by Stephen King. (Signet,
$6.99.) Collection of short sto
ries.
8. "Without Remorse," by Tom
Clancy. (Berkley, $6.99.) The
rescue of prisoners held in
North Vietnam.
9. "All the Pretty Horses," by
Cormac McCarthy. (Vintage,
$12.) Adventures of a young
Texas vaquero in the 1950
Mexico.
10. "The Client," by John Grisham.
(Island/Dell, $6.99.) Young boy
is privy to a lawyer's deadly se
cret.

Compiled by *The Chronicle of
Higher Education" from information
supplied by college stores throughout the
country.
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McCaffrei) Center Theatre
"True Lies"
Fluent in six languages and skilled in all forms of counter-intelligence,
Arnold Schwarzenegger stars as a special agent for a top secret government
agency charged with nuclear terrorism intervention. He has kept his profes
sion a secret from his wife (Jamie Lee Curtis). The big question is whether or
not Schwarzenegger can save the country from a nuclear holocaust as well
as solve his family problems. (Rated R, Nov. 17-Nov. 20)

"Animal House"
• An uproarious satire on fraternity life in the early 60s and one of the
most popular college films of all time. Rumor has it part of this movie was
filmed on the UOP campus. (Rated R, Nov. 29-Nov. 30)

"Clear and Present Danger"
A thriller starring Harrison Ford, this adaptation of Tom Clancy's novel
is about arrogance of power, both in Washington and in the Colombian
drug cartels. (Rated R, Dec. 1-Dec. 4)
——

—
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A A A A

A A A A

Thursday
Nov. 17

Saturday
Nov. 19

ON CAMPUS
Vietnam Veterans Memorial,
"The Moving Wall." Knoles
Field. 24 hours a day. On dis
play through Nov. 21.

ON CAMPUS
Early registration for Spring '95
ends

Greek Week. LipSync Contest.
McCaffrey Center. 11:30 a.m.
Language Tables. Japanese,
French & Spanish, Bechtel
Center, 5 p.m. Chinese, Ger
man & Russian. Bechtel Cen
ter, 6 p.m.
Demonstration. "Massage
Therapy," by Ann Geiger. Free
demonstrations and lessons.
Sponsored by Price House,
RHA and EAC. Price Hall
Lounge. 8 pan. .
Drama and Dance. "Ignorance
is Beast" and "Wedding Bets."
SB general admission and $4
UOP students, faculty and
staff. DeMarcus Brown Studio
Theater. 8 p.m. Performing
through Nov. 19.
"fiue Lies" playing at
McCaffrey Center, 8 p.m.

A A A A

Greek week. Tug of War.
Knoles Lawn. 9 a.m.
Greek Week. Tailgate Lunch.
Sunken Field. 11:30 a.m.
Delta Sigma Pi presents YES.
Young Entrepreneurs' Semi
nar. Weber Hall. 8:30ajn.-5.-00
p.m.$8 pre-registared, $10 at
the door.
Thanksgiving Harvest Dance.
Bring 2 or more cans of food
and get $1 off admission to the
dance. Sponsoredby the Cam
bodian Student Association.
$5 admission. Raymond Great
Hall. 7 pjn.
Pacific Vocal Performance Day.
Faye Spanos Concert Had, Re
cital Hall, Buck Hail ft Re
hearsal Center. 9 a.m.
ROAD workshop. Workshop
explores perspectives of self vs.
selfishness. Admission free for
students. Presidents Room. 7
pan. to 9 p.m.

Friday
Nov. 18

" True Lies" playing at
McCaffrey Center, 8 p.m.

ON CAMPUS
Greek Week. Relay Race.
Knoles Lawn 4 p.m.

TIGER HOME SPORTS
Football vs. San Jose State.
Stagg stadium, 1:30 p.m.

Vietnamese Student Associa
tion. Thanksgiving potluck.
Bechtel Center. 7 p.m.

Ice Hockey vs. UC Davis. Oak
Park. 10:15 pjn.

UOP Chamber Operas. "Prima
Donna" by Arthur Benjamin
and "A Hand of Bridge" by
Samuel Barber/text by
Menotti. Mark Ross Clark, Di
rector and George Buckbee,
Musical Director. Faye Spanos
Concert Hall, 8 p.m. Contin
ues through Nov. 19.
"True Lies" playing at
McCaffrey Center, 8 p.m.
OFF CAMPUS
Poetry Workshop. 92 West
Castle on the Miracle Mile. For
more Info. Catie 946-7726.

OFF CAMPUS
Holiday Faire. Hand-crafted
gift items for sale made by the
students and staff of the San
Joaquin Activity Center. Free.
33 W. Alpine Ave., Stockton. 9
a.m.
Great American Train Show.
Over 10,000 model trains, op
erating railroads, and railroad
antiques. $5/adults. Oakland
Coliseum. Noon. Today and
tomorrow. For more info
(708) 834-0652.

A A A A

Sunday
Nov. 20
"True

~ ~ 4

ON CAMPUS
Lies" playing at

The Pacifi C a n

McCaffrey Center, 8 p.m.

ety of America meeting.
Knoles Hall. 9 p.m.

OFF CAMPUS
Music. Delta Valley Young
Singers presents, "Chansons
d'Hiver" songs of wintertime.
Grace UMC, 1625 N. Lincoln
St., 4 p.m.

OFF CAMPUS
Chess Night at Blackwater
Cafe, 912 N. Yosemite Ave.,
Stockton. 6 p.m.

A A A A

Thursday
Nov. 24

A A A A

Monday
Nov. 21
ON CAMPUS
Pacific Arts Woodwind Quin
tet: Matthew Krejci, fkite; Tho
mas Nugent, Oboe; William C.
Dominik, clarinet; Donald
DaGrade, bassoon;and George
L. Nemeth, horn. Faye Spanos
Concert Hall, 8 p.m.
ASUOP Senate meeting. Open
to all students. McCaffrey Cen
ter Conference Room. 9 p.m.
TIGER HOME SPORTS
Women's basketball. SVSEHungary (exhibition). Spanos
Center, 7:30 p.m.

A A A A

Tuesday
Nov. 22
ON CAMPUS
Exhibition. Carl X. Hauser.
Mixed Media-Neon Sculpture.
UOP Art Gallery in McCaffrey
Center. 8 a.m.
Public Relations Student Soci
ety of America meeting.
Knoles Hall 210. 12 Noon
Associated Students of the
School of Education general
meeting. School of Education
room 205. 1 p.m.
Italian Film Festival. "Three
Brothers." Peasant life and the
family bond are viewed from
the prism of loss and idealiza
tion, as three brothers return
home to their family village
for the funeral of their mother.
Free. $5 suggested donation.
WPC 140. 6:30 p.m.

A A A A

Wednesday

Nov. 23

ON CAMPUS
Gay Student Union meeting
Anderson Y. 6 p.m.
Public Relations Student Soci

A A A A

Friday
Nov. 25

University Concert Band. Eric
Hammer, Conductor, faye
Spanos Concert Hall, 8 p.m
"Animal House" playing at
McCaffrey Center, 8 p.m.

Thanksgiving
No School

.

ON CAMPUS
Public Relations Student w
ety of America meetino
Knoles Hall 210. 12 Noon

.

TIGER HOME SPORR
Men's basketball vs. Santa
Clara. Spanos Center, 7-jo
pan.

OFF CAMPUS
- Game Night. Enjoyagameof
cards. Scrabble, chess. Trivial
Pursuit, backgammon or
TIGER HOME SPORTS
checkers.
Barnes & Noble
Women's volleyball vs. Louisi
Bookstore,
Stockton.
6 p.m.
ana State.
Standford vs. New Mexico.
Community Banker's Classic,
Spanos Center at 7:30 p.m.

A A A A

Saturda
Nov. 2

2

TJGER HOME SPORTS
Women'^volleyball. Consola
tion and championship
match. Community Banker's
Classic, Spanos Center. 5:30
p.m.
OFF CAMPUS
Blackwater Comedy Night.
Cost $5. Blackwater Cafe, 912
N. Yosemite. 9 pjn.

A A A A

Sunda
Nov. 2

J

ON CAMPUS
The Ultimate Frisbee Club.
Have fun and play ultimate
frisbee with us. Faculty and
staff are encouraged to partici
pate. Sunken Field. 3 p.m. Ev
ery Sunday.

A A A A

Monday
Nov. 28
ON CAMPUS
ASUOP Senate meeting. Open
to all students. McCaffrey Cen
ter Conference Room. 9 p.m.

A A A A

Tuesda
Nov. 2

I

A A A A

Wednesday
Nov. 30
ON CAMPUS
World on Wednesday. UOP
Senior, Rebekah Smith,
"Suomi (Finland): Land of the
North." Comparison and Con
trast of the Finnish and Ameri
can University systems. Free
lunch to UOP students.
Bechtel Center. 12:30 p.m.
Gay Student Union meeting.
Anderson Y. 6 p.m.
"Animal House" playing at
McCaffrey Center, 8 p.m.
Public Relations Student Soci
ety of America meeting
Knoles Hall. 9 p.m.
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If you don't stop your friend from driving drunk, who will? Do whatever it takes.
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Reasons to
graduate in 1995
10. You can eat meals at any
time, and at realistic
prices.

MASCO BUSCAGLIA
College Press Service

first having intercourse, only 25 per
cent of the men said it was out of af
fection for their partner. This is prob
ably not good news for the 48 per
cent of the women who said the same
thing.

Tell your mom and dad not to
worry. Not all young adults are the
sex-crazed pleasure seekers they see
on the "Oprah" and "Donahue" talk
shows.

Four percent of the men and 3
percent of the women attributed their
first sexual encounter to peer pres
sure; 51 percent of the men and 24
percent of the women said it was out
of curiosity; and 12 percent of the
men and 3 percent of the women said
it was because of physical pleasure.
Only 1 percent of the men sur
veyed said they lost their virginity
because they were under the influ
ence of alcohol. Zero percent of the
women said the same.
However, while Americans be
tween the ages of 18 and 30, like their
parents and grandparents, remain
committed to the idea of staying true
to one partner, the way they go about
it has changed, said the study's au
thors.

In fact, sexual promiscuity among
Americans between the ages of 18-30
has actually decreased in the past de
cade, according to University of Chi
cago researchers.
Jheir landmark report, the Na
tional Health and Social Life Survey,
is billed as the most comprehensive
survey of sexual behavior and de
bunks many notions of whom is do
ing what with whom. The 752-page
report was based on seven years worth
of data from 90-minute, face-to-face
interviews with 3,432 randomly se
lected Americans between the aees of
18-59.
According to the report, young
adults value fidelity, have one sex
partner at a time and plan to marry
by the time they're 30.
But morality and ethics have little
to do with the decline in sexual part
ners among members of Generation
X," said Dr. Robert Libby, a former
University of George human sexual
ity professor who lectures college stu
dents on sex in the 1990s. Instead, the
fear of AIDS and other sexually trans
mitted diseases has slowed the sexual
revolution.
The scare of AIDS has caused a
lot of people to pull back," said Libby.
It s no longer a question of religious
beliefs. It's just practical concerns
about safety."
While today's young adults are
losing their virginity earlier than their
parents did, it's only by about six
months. The average age for white
females and males to first have inter
course is 17.5 years. Average AfricanAmerican males start having sex just
before the age of 16, while AfricanAmerican females begin at 16.5 years.
When giving .theif re^ons- for

Young adults are more likely to
live with a partner before marriage,
while their parents were more likely
to marry. Two-thirds of young adults
reported their first live-in partnership
did not involve marriage, while only
percent of men and 6 percent of
women in their 50s said they lived
together with a sex partner.
By contrast, more than half of
women in their 50s were married by
the time they were 20 years old, com
pared to only one-fifth of those in
their 20s.
But because young adults are de
laying marriage longer than their par
ents did, they also more likely to en
gage in premarital sex more often and
with more partners, said the study's
co-author Steve Laumann.
While 84 percent of men and 94
percent of women in their 50s
claimed their first sexual encounter
was while they were married, only a
third of those in their 20s said the
same.

I'.

"Th«y go;through a much longer

period before deciding about such is
sues as career and final residence,"
Laumann recently told the "Chicago
Tribune."
The survey also showed that the
divorce rate among young Americans
for marriages lasting less than 10
years was almost two times higher
than the divorce rate of their parents
and grandparents.
Yet, according to the study,
Americans are mostly monogamous,
as more than seven out of 10 people
said they disapprove of extramarital
affairs. Single young Americans sur
veyed said they feel the same, indi
cating that they have one sex partner
at a time and plan on being married
by the age of 30.
And contrary to popular opinion,
single people are having less sex than
married individuals. 36 percent of
married men and 32 percent of mar
ried women reported they have sex
two to three times a week, while 19
percent of single men and 15 percent
of single women said they have sex
that often.
Libby said that the plain vanilla
nature of most American's sex lives
are a result of today's changing soci
ety. Because of work, which contin
ues to take up more and more time,
we reully don't have enough time for
sex, he said. "People come home,
watch television and go to sleep. They
don't have the time to have fun with
one partner, much less three or four."
Ihe survey indicated that over a
lifetime, a typical man has six sexual
partners, while a woman has two.
1 hree percent of men and women
have had no sexual partners; 20 percen o the men and 31 percent of the
women have had ope; 21 percent of
ie men and 36 percent of the
h3d 2A Partners' 23 Per"
cent of the men and 20 percent of the
women have had 5-10; 16 percent of
the men and 6 percent of the women
as e ad. 11-20; and 17 percent of the

!fen u"? 3 Percent of the women
Wye hqq 2l«r.p|o^jcW| paftBees.-*.

9.

You can leave your
toothbrush in your own
bathroom and find it in
the morning.

8.

You can take a shower
when you want to, for as
long as you want to, and
with the water as hot as
you like.

7.

You can stop standing in
line to buy outrageously
priced, poorly written
textbooks.

6.

You can join in the "real
world" and realize it isn't
all it's cracked up to be.

5.

Your credit rating will
improve given all the
loans you'll be carrying.

4.

You can forget about
grades and start worry
ing about making the
grade in your chosen
career.

3. You'll forever be younger
© and presumably smarter
than the classes of '94,
'93, '92, etc.
2.

You can frame your
degree and hang it over
your desk to impress the
(duh) the mail boy.

1.

If you lacked class in
college, can now and
forever be identified the
class of '95.
Credit goes to Douglas Tedards
Associate Professor
Department of English

Write your ouin top ten list!
Or help me uiith the subject.
Send your name and ideas tn the Pacifican.

Compiled dy MocLsan Flood

hree R s: registration, resumes, recruitina

hat
,t are the 3 Rs I've heard
office on the second
um.ri/
^
MONEY,
MAJORS,
AND
MORE
ated
efforts
you
out?
screen resumes and conduct Fall cam
floor of McConchie
Karly in our education we were
should enhance
Hall.
pus interviews. Information on these
Burton jay Nadler, Career Services
[ught the 3 Rs: Reading, wRiting,
your job search
and other upcoming interviews is
Resumes
id aRithmetic. While the phrase
skills.
Indi
available in our office.
Submit a distribution-ready copy
vidual "job search coaching" will fa
jesn't say much for the spelling
We also participate in the ICNC/
of your resume soon! Career Services
cilitate goal setting, strategy develop
liiities of those who cite it, it is an
PUN Career Fair held in San Francisco
will compile resume collections and
;atai
ment, resume and job search corre
;y way to remember the foundaeach Spring. This event is very popu
indexes noting career interests and
itic
spondence writing, telephone com
,ns of a critical process. When
lar for recruiters, because it brings to
highlighting other special categories
munication as well as interview skills.
.inking about preparing for the
gether job seeking seniors and alumi
These will be distributed upon request
I hrough one-on-one sessions you
jonths ahead, we at Career Services
from over a dozen of the best Bay Area
to employers and on-campus recruitlearn to state goals, identify potential
[ant seniors to remember another set
schools.
ing organizations. While it may seem
employers, and make effective initial
3 Rs.
Of course, we regularly receive
early for some to complete your postand follow up communiques, ulti
Registration
postings
for positions in various
graduation job search resume, this is
mately leading to interviews. The Se
All senior and alumni job seekers
fields.
The
listings that appear weekly
not the case. The sooner you have
nior Job Search Survival Course, of
ust register with Career Services as
in
the
Pacifican
highlight a few of the
taken the time, the better. Of course
fered each semester through Lifelong
ion as possible. Registration forms
announcements received over the
you will need to update your resume
Learning (including January Term),
past semester. If these seem interest
iVl Jentify career fields of interest and
as needed. Stop by our office to pick
provides a group approach to skills
low
us
to
release
resumes
and
mailing,
or if you wish review additional
for,
up a copy of the UOP Resume Writ
building and, if you wish, academic
g
lists
to
recruiters.
Once
registered,
postings,
visit the office. It is not too
>, an
ing Guide and schedule an appoint
credit for the experience. For more
IHu
will
be
able
to
receive
the
Career
early
to
respond
to posted opportu
of as
ment to have your draft critiqued. Do
information give the office a call.
nities!
Hrvices Chronicle. Our newsletter's
it now!
Some organizations interview on
Hal is to inform you of events and
Burt Nadler has been Director of
Recruiting
campus in the Fall, so the earlier you
Hastings so we will be able to offer the
Career Services at UOP since 1990. .
On-campus recruiting takes place
prepare, the better. This year
lost responsive programming. If you
He can be reached at 946-2361.
in March, but "self recruiting" occurs
Andersen
Consulting and Price
now someone who hasn't already
throughout a job search campaign. To
Waterhouse's Dispute Analysis and
-gistered, please refer him/her to our
prepare for on-campus or self—initi
Recovery Consulting Groups will

to
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QUESTIONS FOR THE
TECHNOLOGICALLY
CHALLENGED
MacLean Flood

Getting the sound
from home stereo
to television
It really is simple, that is hooking
|P your television to a stereo or a
°m box- All it takes is a cable or
1,0 rom radio shack—chances are
>a cable in sitting somewhere in
r ro°m right now.
,n order for me to guide you in
c quest for perfect music television,
1 fou *° be familiar with some
,n ulary. Fifst new word is an RCA
"^d.0r- These cables usually come
. ched together in pairs. The plug
[ riifh end about 1/4 of an inch
irLir,rriCter' wdb a siogle solid wire
8i°Ut of the middte of a holivvri
ltv circle.
dinfni'^^P6 of Plu8is the stereo
s P,u8is usually found
in thi
of an'end^ofheadPhones, about 1/

thlCk' A Cable that often
3mes
_ stere
f1 Portable CD players has
p,Ug on one end- and a
*t of
c°nnectors on the other.
\i
c°nies fL aU<?'° inPut and °ufP"t
se two cable types.
Th 'n
liventQ ncx* steP would involve an
^Tiat h?5 alJ your television gear.
Lave a \?r-n°U have? Hopefully you
Ferhaps a cable box?
Tak
llost nv ^ '°°k at y°ur television.
acks(n,?
n televisions have RCA
Pposite of the connectors, of

The freedom to worship Wal Mart
Welcome back, folks! Where were
you all last week? Dave and Dave
missed you. We're back from a short
vacation, can you remember when
Dave and Dave got in a fight involv
ing the catapulting of canned hams
and the loss of several gallons of
Shrimp Whiz? They will be missed—
that is, the canned hams will be
missed.
But never fear, Dave and Dave
have returned, (all right, maybe you
should be afraid) and we are overflow
ing with bounteous thankfulness—so
much so that it's taken us two min
utes just to write this sentence. Thus,
we have decided to devote this article
to the many things for which we're
thankful.
Most of all Dave and Dave are
thankful that the squirrel population
of Great Britain is so well-controlled.
Of course, we're also greatly thankful
that this concept has never been ex
tended to the worldwide shrimp
population.
Dave and Dave are very grateful
for Kool-Aid and Taco Bell. Without
them, we would be dehydrated and
malnourished. What goals would
Dave and Dave have in life (besides
that pistachio-nut stand) if not to get
the Guinness Book's World Record for
Highest Number of Accrued Kool-Aid
Points?
We are especially appreciative of

SHALLOW THOUGHTS
Dave2
our Spider man suits. It also helps for
a quick getaway afterwards, with Pub
lic Safety in hot pursuit.
We'd like to extend a special
thank-you to financial aid for enter
taining us with their billing system.
For without it, our pathetic lives
would be anxiety-free, easy-going,
and just plain boring. The unending
mystery of the disappearing scholar
ships and loans gives us a reason to
wake up in the morning.
Physical Plant receives our heart
felt gratitude for a job well done on
the new walkways and the techno
logically advanced watering system
(sprinklers!) It is nice to see that at
least part of our campus has evolved
past the Paleozoic era.
We are thankful for the longawaited retirement of our dear presi
dent. Now Dave and Dave have a job
to apply for this summer. We wonder
if we need work study to qualify. If
given this high honor, Dave and Dave
wouldn't have to worry about finding a place to live off campus. Plus
we'd have our own private swimming
pool (if we can kick those pesky TriDeltas out). We'd have four of our
very own parking spots to accommo
date our one car and motor scooter.
A couple of joyrides down Pacific Av
enue on the Physical Plant carts
tobtold bb drV the' top of our'fist of

things to do. Who needs a pistachio
nut stand when you can joyride on a
Physical Plant cart? Also, the house
would be the opportune base for a
stakeout to catch muggers at large in
the nearby vicinity.
A tip of the hat goes to The
Pacifican's Feature Editor MacLean
"Flash" Flood, for wrestling this space
away from quality public service an
nouncements to print our humble
column. We're also appreciative of
Jimmy Carter.
One of Dave and Dave's saving
graces is the lovely and spacious 24hour Stockton Wal-Mart. It's always
been there in times of need, when all
others closed their doors to us. When
we go there, we feel like we're with
family—we've even adopted one of
the evening door-greeters. The bril
liant glowing golden arches at the
entrance provide a fireside atmo
sphere, and we can be seen peacefully
curled up at Ronald McDonald's feet
on cold winter days.
A special thank-you goes to the
Constitution of the United States of
America for protecting our rights and
freedoms, especially the Freedom to
Name Shrimp Dishes, the Freedom to
Worship Wal-Mart, and the Right to
Bear Jimmy Carter.

Dave and Dave can be reached by
disgruntled University Presidents, hair
dressers, jimmy Carter fans, and World
War II veterans care of MacLean Flooti
» v j
at the Pacifican at $46-2115.' '
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Community Council:
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From a president s point of view

XOCHITL GARCIA
Pacifican staff writer

It is usual for the Council to hold
weekly meetings to discuss hall activi
ties, budget and other things impor
As soon as I set a foot in UOP I
tant to making life in the residence
knew there were many organizations
hall more enjoyable.
I could be part of. But among the
Each Hall has a budget, deter
numerous organizations that I could
mined by the number of people each
chose I decided to be part of my resi
hall has. For every person the hall gets
dence hall's Community Council.
ten dollars per semester. This money
When Katie, the RA in my build
is used differently by every hall, usu
ing, announced there was going to be
ally it is used to make improvements
a community council not that many
and for social activities. Things such
people wanted to join. But after lis
as Ping-pong and pool tables, VCR's,
tening to the opportunities one has
TV's and other entertainment system
as a member of the council more and
more people decided to join.
are purchased with this money.
One of the main jobs of Commu
V
"1 decided to join Community
Couhcil because, I thought it would
nity Council is to organize social ac
be fun and 1 would tie able to meet a
tivities to make everybody's college
lot of people and i wanted to get in
life more enjoyable.
volved," said .!«•< oc Banta, one of
"One important aspect of tire col
Werner's R.fl.A re presentatives.
lege experience is definitely dorm life,
Commtinii. ( ouneil is the lead
because of the friendships you make
ership council within each residence
and the experience you go through
hall. Among the many jobs the coun
together. Being a part of community
cil has, is to decide on what activities
council allows me to directly affect
or things the hall is going to spend
dorm life and shape it better not only
its money on.
for me but for everybody in the
• The Council can consist from a
dorm," commented David Q.
.couple of people to as many as a.
Olivares, John Ballytine Community
do'zen. The positions available de
Council member.
pend on each individual residence
Community Council is a great
hall, but on the average you have the
way to get to know the people around
executive council, (ITesident, Viceyou and, besides, why should you let
President, Secretary, and Treasurer)
someone else decide what you want
along with other position such as
to see happening in your residence
floor and RHA (Residence Hall Asso
hall? Get involved and make a differ
ciation) Representatives.
ence.

What

Mom s Dream
• Stay Home

Fresh Grilled Seafood
Steaks, Chicken, Pasta
The Best Clam Chowder
Monday to go special
$19.95 two quarts of

• Lose Weight

c l a m c h o w d e r , 1 / 2 loaf

• Make Money

of sourdough bread and

The Pacific

A look back: UOP histo•)

1 year ago: (Nov. 18, 1993) The
"Fulfilling the Promise," campaign
was publicly kicked off. Pledges and
gifts totaling nearly $49 million were
announced...Over $1,000 was do
nated during Tri-Delta's Spaghetti
Fest. The proceeds went to cancer re
search.
6 years ago: (Nov. 17, 1988)
State-of-the-art fire alarms were in
stalled in Southwest and grace Covell.
Cost: $250,000.
10 years ago: (Nov. 15, 1984)
UOP Tigers defeated Hawaii and
UCLA to capture the Wendy's
Crown...The country music group
Alabama played to a huge crowd at
the Spanos Center. Bill Medley, once
with the rock duo the Righteous
Brothers, appeared as the opening act.
20 years ago: (Nov. 15, 1974)
The living conditions at Southwest
began to take a turn for the better af
ter students demanded repairs. The
list of complaints included: clanging
radiators, faulty buzzers, missing win
dows and screens, and rats...The
Rathskellar, featuring live folk music

on weekends, opened its doorc f„
0rtl>
first time.
24 years ago: (Nov. i6
Campus officials crack down on
fiti on buildings.
..Feature on u!
buildings...Feature
prep
school,
Feat,
River...Watergate figure John dJ
former counsel to President Nixon
warns UOP audience that "fut!
political scandals are possible."
35 years ago: (Nov. 20, 1959,
Hazing was forbidden by a Californi
state law, so local fraternities and»
rorities began turning their after,
tions to more constructive projetts
Example: "Clean-up campus day."
50 years ago:* (Nov. 17, 1949
"Bengals travel to Ios Angles." UOf
Tigers football team travels to t'CU
for game, to be carried by radio sta
tion KWG. Admission $1.80; students
75 cents.
52 years ago: (Nov. 20, 19421
Etta Booth, the founder of I'acific'sut
department passed a way...Collect
papers go modern, weeklies retain
their simplicity and efficiency.

FROM THE CHIEF'S DESK
Bob Calaway

Rules of evidence
The rules of evidence limit and
control the information and objects
that may be presented in a court pro
ceeding.
What is evidence? It is a testi
mony, an object or writings—any
thing presented to a jury to prove the
existence or nonexistence of a fact.
The proving of facts allows a jury to
decide whether or not a defendant is
guilty of a criminal act.
The rules of evidence exist to pro
tect the jury from seeing evidence
that is not relevant, reliable, or un
fairly prejudiced. These rules are con
fusing and complex, especially those
rules that apply to evidence intro
duced in court by a lawyer.
Different categories exist to clas
sify evidence. Direct evidence is.testi
mony that proves a fact directly, with
out any conclusion or presumption.
In most cases, this type of evidence
comes from an eyewitness who per
sonally heard or saw something.
Circumstantial evidence is in

ferred from direct evidence, from
which the jury may infer other fart
based on common sense and experi
ence. This evidence requires a con
elusion. An example would be the
testimony of a witness who testifies
that the defendant went into the
victim's apartment with a gun. The
witness heard a shot and saw the®fendant flee the apartment. From
these facts, proven by direct evi
dence, the jury may reasonable ink'
that the defendant fired the shot.
Circumstantial evidence by itw
can prove a crime, and is no less valu
able than direct evidence.
Next week I will discuss testing
nial evidence. Please direct any ca
tions to Bob Calawav at 946-3034
NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT
W«rk in tlx Wild! Student! needed. Tour fuid?\.
instructor, host(ess), trail maintenance, lifeguant M
staff, firefighter • volunteer and government poo
available at National hrka. Excellent benefits
• benmaeal ApdIv now for best position
For more information call:
...

(206)545-4804 ext.N60431

butter, and family salad

Vve lodt over 40lbd
in the firot 90 dayj,
e3 made $5,200

For more info call:

(209) 942-6844

fo four with dressing.
Feeds four hungry students.

314 Lincoln Center

956-0270

THE PflCinCflN
Woclui Features.
Every Thursday morning.
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ren colored white and red) someon the set. Read the labels. You
looking for "sound out" or «au, out " Sometimes a TV has two
^ jacks for a stereo signal, some
au. only one RCA jack for mono, or
e channel sound.
Some smaller televisions have a
cjdphone jack in the front of the
clevidon.
your VCR should be equipped
ith RCA input and output jacks for
th audio and video.
If you haven't found any of these
tulioout jacks, you are probably out
,1 luck. Your only option would be
the purchase of some other equip
ment. Which is tough, considering
the money we pay for school.
[hose of you that have found a
judioout jack, however, are in luck.
,

Now you must look for a similar jack,
labeled "input" or "in" on your ste
reo. A microphone jack will not work.
If your stereo has a "aux" point on
some switch, you most likely have a
two RCA input jacks somewhere on
the back of your stereo.
I hose of you with boom boxes,
don't despair! Failing the search for
an input jack doesn't mean you are
out of luck—all you need is a cassette
deck.
Now for some fun. Find an RCA
cable, or purchase one, and plug it
into the RCA output jacks on the back
of your television or VCR. If you have
a headphone jack, plug a stereo mini
to RCA stereo cable.
Take the other end of the RCA
cable, and plug it into the RCA input
jacks on the back of your stereo. If you
only have a cassette deck, you need
to purchase a RCA stereo to stereo
mini adapter, and a CI) player cassette

deck adapter.
Make sure that if you are using a
VCR that it is attached after your
cable box (i.e. cable wire from the wall
goes into the cable box, out into the
VCR, and out of the VCR into the tele
vision). Make sure the VCR channel
is tuned to either channel 3 or 4,
which ever channel your TV must be
turned to use the cable box, or VCR.
Both should be set at the same chan
nel.
A simple test would be to press
the TV/VCR button on the VCR. If the
channel doesn't change or fuzz out,
then everything is fine. If everything
fuzzes out, you'll have to program
your VCR. See it's manual on how to
add channels.
Turn everything on. If you are
using a stereo, make sure it is
switched to "aux." If your television
has a lot of buttons, check the manual
to insure that sound is indeed set to

come out of RCA jacks. If you are us
ing the cassette adapter, make sure
the tape deck is switched on and the
play button is down.
Of course, dealing with radio
shack is always fun. So good luck find
ing all the parts. Circuit City and Tar
get are also good sources. Of course
you better not speak Radio Shack
lingo to anyone else. I hey might send
you away with the men in white
coats. Just describe the piece and the
connection you want to make. You
shouldn't have to spend over $20—
unless you need the cassette adapter.
Happy channel surfing, and re
member, if you have any problems
hooking up any electronic equip
ment, you can give me a buzz. I)rop
me a line at the i'acifican, 946-2115,
deliver me a message to the top of
Hand
Hall, or e-mail me:
MFLOOIXv'VMS1.CC.UOI'.KDU

For about a dollar a day
both will give you the power you need to
survive this semester.
Only $33.00 a month.*

HumtoslihTfonmt636C2>
8MB RAH 180MB barJJrzr, (J) KM dme, tfmhrmon**.
k)b<mi moux VUjBtr xfiumyam Uely Id nml

Onejitupipingbot, nosufpranJbMthmoojuhx.

With the Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day Deferred Payment Plan, you can take advantage of
already great student pricingon a Mac"—for about $33 per month'with no payments for 90days!
Students who qualify can take home any Macintoslf personal computet printet CD-ROM drive or
other peripherals with no hassle and no complicated forms. Left face it, the holidays aren'tecactly

conducive to saving money. In fact, they can leave you broke. But you can still buy thecomputer
you want and not worry about payments until long after thedecorations are down. The ^
Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day Deferred Payment Plan. The solution
that gives you the power every student needs. TTie power to be your best'

PAY NOTHING FOR 90 DAYS

5

UNIVERSITY COMPUTERS
in the University Bookstore
Lower Level • McCaffrey Center

Optra February P, 199$ NoptmennfMtrnt ertaMfetM bt yw/fr 90
Kill *Mfter bearr*T* Mi M *tab*/*
above. hdudm lam ka, lie total loan amount is C,044.00, uticb results ma monthly payment obligation of tl&O Th montbt) pr.-nueUaix

'ftfayrd Apple ConptdfrUkm

^ "fa power to be your best' ore repster&i trademarks#Apple Computer, Inc. Mac is a trademark of Apple Computer, mc.
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CLASSIFIEDS
MISC:
FUNDRAISER - $500 IN 5 DAYS CREEKS, CLUBS, ANYONE. (800)
775-3851 EXT. 33
TERM PAPERS? Order: Write Great
Papers in One Day. Learn research
shortcuts and revolutionary out
line method allowing organization
and writing of paper without
notes/notecards. Send $10TOLER PUBLISHING, 4865 SE 41
Oklahoma City 73115.

f
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WANTED:

f

I

Well Endowed Men wanted for
psychology experiment, ages 18
on up, and pictures needed Call
946-2113.

PART-TIME JOBS:
Wells Fargo Guard Services seeks
guards, $5/hour, flexible hours.
Contact Quinta Robinson, 110 N.
San Joaquin, 943-3356.
Eric and Linda Wong sekk tutor of
various subjects for 6th Grader,

>ass the
Cr.albei

<nvj

Sa'Uce/

$10/hour, Mondays after 3pm.
Call 477-6624.

Dr. Peckham seeks Veterinarian
Assistant, $5.25/hour, Monday,
Wednesday, and /or Friday eve
nings. Visit 523 W. Harvey Lane,
Lodi for application. Call 3690231.

Frank Tomek seeks intro to Analy
sis tutor, SlO/hour, 1 hour/week.
Call Home: 951-5078 pr. Work:
948-7656.

Sherwood Mall Hallmark seeks
Sales/Cashier evenings and/or
weekends, $4.25/hour. Contact
Janet Ford 957-9048.

Avis Rent-a-Car seeks airport
agents, weekends, $5.50. Con
tact Brandy or Arlindo at 9824325.

Art Mart seeks Salesperson/Cash
ier, weekends $4.50/hour. Visit
John Dexter in Quail Lakes Shop
ping Center at Quail Lakes/March
Lane, 952-0865.

Errin Andrews of California Sur
veys seeks 10 Mystery Shoppers
to survey Burger Kings in SJ area,
and other assingments in future.
Call collect (415) 522-0897.

Golf USA seeks Sales Associate, $5/
hour every other weekend and
mornings preferred,
visit Ken
Preg at Quail Lakes Shopping Cen
ter at Quail Lakes/March lane
952-7405.

Olson Technology seeks student
interested in assisting with obtain
ing Winston Cup sponsorship by
calling on prospective sponsors.
Contact Tom Olson at 1-8005451022 or 1 -209-357-8939.

Pearl Vision Center, Sherwood
Mall, seeks Front Receptionist
4:30-7pm, M-F, $6/hour. Con
tact Leticia or Dr. Mason 9527170.

Indy Electronics seeks Applications
Support Administrator with com
puter science or MIS experience.
Contact Human Resources PQBox
2301, Manteca, CA 95336.

John Johnson, Certified Financial
Analyst, seeks Research Assistant,
flexible hours, $10/hour, to per
form industry and market re
search; spreadsheet work, and
proofread reports. Contact John
Johnson, 2112 Debbie Lane, Lodi
95242.
Toys-R-Us seeks Store Detective,
20-40 hours/week, $8/hour, flex
ible including weekends and eve
nings. Contact Greg Landucci,
1624 Army Court, 465-4912
x606.
Craig Corrren Attorney seeks Re
ceptionist, l-5pm, $4.25/hour,
bilingual Spanish/English. Call for
interviews Jo Corren, 5345 N. El
Dorado, 478-2621.
Farmer's Insurance Group seeks
Telemarketers, 6-8:30pm, M-F,
57-10/hour. Call Bob Paralta,'

5651 N. Pershing, 472-1300.
Local trucker seeks loaders, $14/
hour, various shifts. Contact Jo
Wagner at Career Services, 9462361, 2nd floor McConchie Hall.

FULL-TIME

IMAGINATION Am*
tertainment dedicated?1"
network seeks ProaMn, •
lyst in Oakhurst, to h "

develop applications in?"
UNIX, and ORACLE (,2"
using
state-of-th*
. 0rift
using state-of-the-art
tech

Coursework in C, exp^
Powerbuilder and?"?'
helpful. Contact Terry SJ
Airport Blvd., Suit!?
Burlingame 94010 Hi J
)!
2564 FAX 548-0211
t City seeks Full-tim,
part-time Sales Counsel™
tomer Service Reps. Conu
cal store or send resume to
Maryland Drive, Richmond
23233, (800) 600-6?
(804)527-4194.
For complete job postings,
tact Career Services on they
floor of McCochnie Hall 0
them at 946-2361.

DoiVt Let the Turkeys
Get You Down!
•

a

m

Pre-Thanksgiving Day Sale • November'17 - 2
All Russell
fi I i :
—11—
Clearance Savings
Sweatshirts
Now Open!
Selected Drugs &
All Russell
Sundries
The Christmas
-Sweatpants

I ill $
f s, /
tH

:

75

Department

%

25 OFF!
OFF!
%

Friday, Nov If

Wrapping Supplies
Holiday Candies

UOP
Book
otorp
Books ... and a whole lot m* r >
MJlC
re"

FREE
Sampling

Gift Items

Special sale table in
'front of Book Store

* Lower

* <••<••?:> *

Level

Enjoy a steami
cup of spice(
apple cider!

- McCaffrey Cente
.

iOBs
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If you've ever thought
about making your own
beer, now is your chance.
7273 Murrray Drive, Suite 17
Stockton, CA 95210
(209) 957-4549

Skiers implore, Mother Nature
responds favorably

FREE CLASSES

Mother Nature has sent several storms our way in the past few weeks which
have allowed many nearby ski resorts to open on time this year.
It has been quite a few years since resorts have received this much snow this
early in the season. One can only hope that the storm door will remain open
until April and that California will receive an abounding snow pack. Many me
teorologists are predicting a long arid wet winter.
Several ski resorts have opened already and more will so long as the snow
keeps coming. 1-ast week, skiers lined up at the lifts at Boreal, Alpine Meadows,
Kirkwood, Squaw Valley and Sierra-at-Tahoe. Most resorts are at less than (>0
percent operational.
On November 5, Boreal was the first to open after spending a few weeks mak
ing snow and finally receiving nearly 14-inches of natural snow, Boreal was able
to open five lifts, including access to tbejibassic Snowboarding Park. The resort
has two quad chairs, two triple chairs and five double chairlifts which serve fortyone runs. Boreal offers 30 percent of its terrain to beginners, 55 percent to inter
mediate and the remaining 15 percent to advanced. The longest run is approxi
mately 1 mile. The Jibassic Snowlward Park offers five acres and 300 vertical feet
to snowboarders exclusively. Lift ticket prices for adults are currently $21.(X). The
cost of an adult lift ticket at Boreal will be $33.00.
Following a series of storms which dumped nearly 24-inches at the higher
elevations, Alpine Meadows, Kirkwood, Sierra-at-Tahoe and Squaw Valley opened
last week.
Alpine opened with a 2-foot base and 12 to 14-inches of new snow. Alpine
Meadows is located off Highway 89 at Lake Tahoe's North Shore. Alpine offers
2(XX) skiable acres, 25 percent easy, 40 percent more difficult and 35 percent most
difficult.
Kirkwood is reporting a base of 2 to 3-feet with nearly 22-inches of new
snow. Kirkwood sjjorts seven triple chairs, three double chairs and one surface
lift. Beginners are offered 15 percent of terrain while intermediate skiers will find
50 |K>rcent and advanced skiers 35 percent. Kirkwood's longest run is over two
miles. Lift ticket prices for young adults (ages 13 to 24) is $30.00 and $40.(X) for
adults. Kirkwood is located east of Sacramento on Highway 88.
Sierra-At-Tahoe has a base of 34 to 38-inches and 18 to 24-inches of
new snow since last week. Four lifts are in operation at this time. Sierra-at-Tahoe
has 2(MX) acres of terrain with a vertical rise of 2,212-feet. 50 percent ol the
terrain is intermediate. Adult lift ticket prices are $37.(X) for an all day pass. The
resort is located on Highway 50 from Sacramento and just 12 miles west of South
I ake Tahoe.
Squaw Valley temporarly opened last weekend and plans on hosting a
grand opening ceremony tomorrow. Squaw Valley sports a vertical drop ot 27<X)feet and offers an overwhelming 4000 acres of world-class terrain.
More resorts are planning to open this weekend and in plenty ol time before
thanksgiving. Heavenly and Squaw Valley have plans to open tomorrow. Both
Northstar and Sugar Bowl have set Saturday as their opening day. Bear Valley
and Homewood intend on opening durning the Thanksgiving weekend provided
conditions permit.
Snow Report
Alpine Meadows: has an average snow pack of 24-inches at the base of the
mountain and 48-inches at the mid-mountain. Seven lifts are open servicing
terrain for all levels of skiing ability. More lilts are scheduled to open as condi
tions jK'nnit. No snowboarding!
Boreal: has a 25 to35-inch base on groomed runs and 15 to 21-inch off
groomed runs, l ive lifts are currently running and 50 percent of the terrain is
open.
Kirkwood: is open with six lifts in operation servicing a 1(X)() acres ol pack
.powder and machine groomed snow on a 24 to 36-inch base.
Sierra-at-Tahoe: is skiing on 34 to 38-inches ot pow
der, pack powder and machine groomed snow. Sierralahoe received 7-inches of new snow from last
weekends suprjse storm.
Squaw Valley: will be celebrating its grand
opening tomorrow. Fourteen lifts will be in op
eration servicing 3000 acres of skiable terrain.
Squaw Valley has a base of 48 to 60-inches.
^ Sugar Bowl: plans to open on Saturday with a' ,
.
- ' 2 to 4-foot base and 7-inches of new snow. All
'hs will be in operation for skiers of all ablitics.
*5now reports reflect the best estimate of weekend condi"ls as of Wednesday morning. Updated ski information is

You Can Call Us Your Family
When you need a FAMILY DENTIST you
can trust, we extend our family to you.
• Cosmetic and General Dentistry
• Bleaching
• Bonding and Porcelain Veneers
• Easy and Gentle Care
• Ultrasonic Cleaning
• Most Insurance Accepted
• Fillings, Dentures

• Customized Cosmetic Evaluation
and Treatment
• Video Imaging
• Tooth Colored Crowns
• Located Close to Campus
• Relaxed Atmoshpere

We value good communication—ail concern,

here ^itxr answered

Bring this ad in for a FREE TOOTHBRUSH
Ono Coupon per Person • No purchase necessary • Expires 12-1-94

Lester H. Low, DDS

5345 N. El Dorado Street, Suite 2
At Yokuts Near California Stato Automobile Association

Call NOW for your preferred appointment
Member: American Dental Association,
California Dental Association,
San Joaquin DentalSociety

lM<ii*j

iQfcjWIi
^11010

474-3333
^

Member Pacific Atttiobc Foundation,
UOP School of Dentistry Alurrri Association

„ *29

SNOWBOARDING
$29 skiing, too, at Northstar-at-Tahoe
Bring the coupon below & a valid
college student. I.D. to Nortlistar's
Activity Center - for a $2!) all-day lift
ticket,.*(regular $42)
Valid Sim-TVi. excluding Oiii 25-Inn c
•lau 14-10, l'Vb 18-20.

k

5 express lifts—the most express lifts
at Tahoe!
(less time in line—more time on die slopes!)
2,00(1 acres of runs pins special
terrain features for skiing & snowboarding.
(iO'runs and lots"W tree skiing
}

.\
o

J

on the Backside!

CALL

916-562-2286

^^d^l^t^caliing the Sundance Sports snow line at 477-6789^
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Basketball exhibitions begin
GEOFF GOODMAN
Pacifican staff writer

In their first exhibition game of
the season Pacific's men's basketball
team faced the Shell and Widmen
Knights last Thursday at the Spanos
Center. Amid the uncertainty that
has followed the program since the
graduation of the 1994 class, the Ti
gers played fast-paced, run and gun
offense and wore down their oppo
nents 109-96.
After seniors Michael Jackson,
Glenn Griffin, Charles Terrell and
Ben Rishwain graduated, the 199495 Tigers are one of the nation's
youngest ball clubs.
'We lost a lot of good players
from last year," coach Bob Thomason
told The Record of Stockton. "We
might be the youngest team in the
country. But I like the young people
we have."
1 homason's lineup for the up
coming season is tentatively set. T.J
Walker and Adam Jacobsen start at

guards, Charles Jones and Marzell
Clayton will start at forwards and Vic
Trierweiler will start at center.
UOP was picked eighth in the
media polls behind two-time confer
ence champs New Mexico State,
UNLV, Utah State, Long Beach State,
UC Irvine, UCSB and Nevada. San
Jose State and Fullerton State round
out the conference.
The women - projected to place
fourth in the Big West - boasts a more
predictable line-up. With four return
ing starters in forwards Lainie Bebber
and Connie Blaisure, center Sandy
Hoge and guard Paloma Moriana, the
1994 Tigers are seasoned and already
have the camaraderie of playing to
gether.
Coaches Melissa DeMarchi and
Bob Thomason realize that the scrim
mages and exhibitions are tune-ups
for the regular season. The women
open their season at home against
BY U on Nov. 30, while the men travel
to Sacramento State Nov. 26.

T,~
Slirfl&Widmen

GEOFF
G
E O F F GOODMAN
GOODMAN
Pacifican Sports Editor

,
.
were his ties to his church in Hous
ton.
• A strange sensation came over me
Most boxing fans, including my
on the evening of Nov. 5. I sat in a
self, chuckled when Foreman made
local sports bar watching WBA-1BF
his comeback bid in 1987 after a 10Heavyweight champion Michael
year layoff. Big George looked out of
Moorer bounce punches off of George
shape in the early stages of his come
Foreman's immense girth and face for
back. No, he looked fat and out of
most of 10 rounds when the unprec
place in the boxing ring.
edented happened.
But perseverance and an accumu
Like a hunter out for the kill, Fore
lation of knockouts convinced pro
man unloaded a textbook 1-2, leftmoters to give Foreman another
right combination and Moorer fell to
chance at the title. Foreman went the
the ground. Patrons in the bar and
distance, but was outpointed by
the 12,000 in the MGM Grand Hotel
Lvander Holyfield, who was then in
went berserk. What seemed like an
the
prime
of
his
career.
eternity was merely seconds slowly
Foreman's
ring
rust
showed
in the
ticking away.
early rounds. His power punches were
Ihen it hit me. Moorer. isn't go
telegraphed and Moorer capitalized
ing to get up! He's in dreamland. Fore
by
countering with a flurry of combi
man, with his left eye half closed,
nations
to a wide-open target. Fore
shocked the world that evening.
man
set
up Moorer for his straightJust weeks shy of his 46th birth
overhand right with repeated jabs
day, Foreman became the oldest
Moorer didn't expect a right to fol
heavyweight champion in the mod
low
a left jab. The rest is history
ern era. He eclipsed a 43-year old
I
he 1994 George is more calcumark held by 37-year old Jersey Joe
ating.
He is aware of his endurance
YValcott, who stopped Ezzard Charles
level
and
doesn't waste punches as he
in their championship re-match in
had
m
years
past. With wisdom and
1951. Foreman re-capturing of the
experience, George is careful not to
title he lost to Muhammad Ali in
punch himself weary.
1974 may be considered one of the
Foreman 73-4, with 68 knock
most memorable moments in the
outs,
wants to fight in his hometown
world of sports.
of Houston before he hangs up his
This
is
the
„
neatest thrill of my
gloves for the final time. At this time
life, Foreman told reporters mo
ments after reclaiming the title.
Foreman slipped into virtual ob
scurity after being outpointed by
journeyman Jimmy Young in 1978.
His weight ballooned to over 300
pounds. All that mattered to Foreman

only Mike Tyson can provide theTn

centive to lure Foreman back into the
995 nS?u
ebriir
h
ebrate by
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Grandpa George finds fountain of youth
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OUR NEW LOCATION

702 Porter Way
(Porter Station)

477-2442
TUXEDO RENTALS
• Huge Variety of Styles •
• Lots of Cotots:
in Cummerbunds h lies •
• Hove The Experts Fit You '

UPDATE
Top Volleyball teams
through Nov. 14
Co-Rec "A" Division:

Pharm "D" (4-0)
HSA 11(3-0)
Co-Rec "B" Division:

EVENING

Straight down (4-0)
Recreators (4-1)

PROM DRESSES

Co-Rec "C" Division:

(Retail Only . No Rentals)

RX Dig it (4-0)
Kappa Psi (3-1)

UOP Student Discounts

Bring this ad in for
15% off tuxedo rentals
702 Po"e' w°v

• (Potter Station)
Stockton • 477-2442

Potter at Poc.lic herxnd

snerl Slotoo

NEW STUDENT

dental pla
No charge for
office visits and x-rays

SAVE MONEY
and your teeth!
Enroll Now!
Call for brochure
(HOP) 655-327K

0PEPALACE
Chinese Restaurant

Cantonese, Szechuan & Mandarin Cuisine

LUNCH-DINER-FOOD TO GO
Business Hours 11:00 A.M. - 9:00 P.M.
Closed Wednesday

1139 E. March Lane, Suite B
Stockton, CA 95210
Accepted

PACIFIC INTRAMURAL

(209) 473-8183

Women's Division:

Pumps N' A bumps (5-0)
Tri-Delt (4-2)
4-Person B "Black"

HSA I (6-0)
Its All Good (4-1)
Norml I (4-2)
4-Person B "Orange"

Team Swing (5-1)
Norml II (4-1)
4-Person "A"

Tadow II (4-1)
Grad School (4-1)
UPCOMING EVENTS
Pre-holiday basketball tourna
ment: Entries open Nov. 15 and
close Nov. 30. The event take5
place on Dec. 3 &4.
The Intramural office is
ing for basketball officials for tf>e
Spring season. It's a great wayt0
earn extra money. For more infor
mation please contact our office'n
the Main Gym. 946-2716.
Intramural Update is brought®
you by: Mark Mermelstein, Can"
Konet, Angela Gray, Megan Savaf
Mike Hess, Marc McPhee, Sc°
Harding, Lam Dinh, & Cad1
Ragsdale
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TIGER S P O R T S UPDATE
Women netters shine
in Rolex regionals
Xhe women's tennis team had a
rrone outing in the Rolex Northwest
Ljon Women's Tennis Champion
ships played at St. Mary's College
\ov 11-14.

The tournament includes partici
pants from the seventeen schools in
the northwest region with the stron
gest entrants coming from Stanford,
Cal UOP, Washington, Washington
St Fresno St. and Oregon. The tour
nament consists of the top sixty-four
singles players in the region, with six
teen of them seeded throughout the
draw, and the top thirty-two doubles
teams, with eight teams seeded.
Pacific's Tracee Lee was seeded
seventh and cruised by St. Mary's Mili
Shah 6-3, 6-1 before bowing out to
freshman upstart Erica Stoloff from
University of Washington 6-4, 6-2.
Two of Pacific's newcomers had
impressive wins over seeded players,
freshman Bente Grina played pa
tiently to upset #16 seed Emma Lin
from Washington St. 6-2, 7-5. She
then was defeated by Stanford's
Wendy Sacks 6-2,6-1. Junior
Katharina Schlensker, a transfer stu
dent from Germany, played precision
tennis to defeat Cal's Nicole Elliott
the #12 seed 7-6,6-3.
The next morning, in 38 degree
weather, Schlensker fell to #5 seed
Kim Shasby of Stanford 6-3,6-2. Coeaptain Marsa Kuurne lost in the first
round to #13 seed Julie Scott from

Stanford 6-3,6-3 but went on to reach
the semi-finals of the consolation
round before losing a tight one to
Emma Lin 3-6,7-5,7-5.
UOP's number one doubles team
and co-captains, Lee and Kuurne, had
an excellent tournament. Seeded
fourth they drew a very difficult first
round match against Stanford's
Sophy Woodhouse and Sandra
DeSilva. Down 3-6,1-4 Lee and
Kuurne roared back to win twelve of
the next fourteen games and the
match 3-6,7-6,6-0. They won two
more matches before losing in the
semi-finals to Cal's Keirsten Alley and
Pam Nelson 6-1,6-3. Alley and Nelson
were seeded #1 and are the top
ranked team in the country. They
won the tournament beating
Stanford's Katie Schlukebir and Kim
Shasby in the final 6-2,6-2.
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UOP's Chad Gamble (right) fends off a Nevada defender in helping the Tiger Ice
Photo by Lisa Burnett
Hockey team to a 7-3 victory.

Ice Hockey

Tigers bites back against Nevada
MATT KARTOZIAN
Pacifican guest writer

After an uneventful weekend in
the Mountain Pacific Sports Federa
tion Tournament at Long Beach, the
Tigers will have to wait until Sunday
to find out if they earned an at-large
berth to the NCAA tournament. The
selection committee will announce
their decision on Sunday and will
consider Pacific's performance last
weekend. UOP suffered their third
loss of the season to the Pepperdine
Waves on Saturday, then dropped a
pair of consolation matches to UCSB
and UC Irvine on Sunday.

On Saturday night the Pacific Ice
Hockey team took on Nevada for the
second time this season winning 73. Both teams have improved since
their last meeting on Oct. 15. Nevada
opened the scoring early in the first
period with a shot from the top of
the circle beating UOP goalie Matt
Pockress.
Pacific's leading scorer Rich
Burnett caught a great cross ice pass
from Karl Neuman to create an easy
breakaway goal for Burnett at 6:49 of
the first. Burnett followed it up with
an unassisted goal four minutes later.
Pacific looked like it was going to
carry a one goal lead going into the
second period until Nevada's Braden
Willman scored with 4.7 seconds re
maining.

month ago. The Tigers bounced back
to win nine consecutive matches,
their longest winning streak of the
season, before losing again to Long
Beach State.
"My assistant coach asked me
how we win and I said I don't know,"
Gimmillaro said. "I told the team be
fore the game that I didn't expect the
match to be a beautiful match. I just

think sometimes that if you keep
plugging away, good things happen."
Setter Sacha Caldemeyer had 59
assists and 13 digs in the losing ef
fort. With 18 kills and 10 digs, senior
All-American Charlotte Johansson
tallied her 12th double-double of the
season. Benton-Bozman produced a
team-high 19 kills. Addie Hauschild
and Carissa Clifford provided 12 kills

Waterpolo team wyes for
NCAA tournament bid

Volleyball
(ontinued from page 24

us win and I'm happy they were here.
I hope they'll come back," UOP head
coach John Dunning said.
The 49ers' 6-15, 15-6 15-13, 1315, 15-12 win over Pacific marked
only the third time this season that
the Iigers were forced to play an ex
tended match in five games. The last
time Pacific played a five-game match
in a loss at Long Beach nearly one

SUNDANCE SPORTS
A year-round specialty sports shop

Turkey Day Sale—Sat. Nov 19th, 10-6
Boots

Bindings

Skis
From $99"

From $99

From $8<T

Snowboard Package
A/E

Visa

Burton "AIR"
Airwalk Advantage

s;S49 "

Selected Ski Clothing

uP to

3201 W. Benjamin Holt Dr. @ 1-5

60% off

477-3S

During a penalty kill in the sec
ond period, Pacific's Jed Sims used his
speed to force a turnover in the Ne
vada zone resulting in Sims' third
shorthanded goal of the season. Dur
ing the same penalty, Nevada scored
a power play goal to end the penalty
early.
Pacific finished up the third pe
riod with two more breakaway goals
from Jay Covello and Burnett. Pacific's
defense played well, only allowing 13
shots while the offense took 26 shots
on goal.
Kyle Ryan, Eric Hauge and Tony
Delucchi also had assists for Pacific.
Next Saturday, Pacific Ice Hockey pre
sents Greek Night as UOP faces UC
Davis at 10:15 p.m at the Oak Park Ice
Arena. All Greek students wearing
their house's letter will receive a $2
discount towards admission.
and 10 digs, respectively. Robyn
Schmitt had 13 kills.
The players and coaches from
both teams are well aware that they
will probably be matched up again in
the regionals of the NCAA tourna
ment.
"It's nice to win the conference
but the reality is we'll play UOP again
in the regionals somewhere down the
road," Gimmillaro said.
The Tigers don't seem to have a
problem with that.
"My team would probably like
another shot at them," said Dunning.
Pacific dropped one notch in the
AVCA polls to number eight and Lond
Beach state climbed two spots to num
ber six.
"We know that the bigger prize is
at the end with the tournament,
Benton-Bozman said. "Well probably
have to end up playing Long Beach in
order to go to the Final Four. But :
think we can win the championship.
Saturday's match at San Jose State
will be Pacific's last match of the regu
lar season before hosting the Commu
nity Bankers Classic, which takes place
Nov. 25-26.
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Winning cures all j|

GEOFF GOODMAN
Sports editor
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Dominique Benton-Bozmm goes up for a hit against Long Beach State.
Photo by A lexandra Garschagen

Sirt

Womens Volleyball

Big West championship
lost to Long Beach State

G
GI N A V I S A Y A
Pacifican staff writer
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the pressure mounting as the match
wore on, UOP also found it increas
ingly more difficult to keep its serv
ing tough.

The University of the Pacific's
i women's volleyball team was far more
disappointed than any of its 3,037
"Until the fourth game, I didn't
fans in attendance at the Spanos Cen
think it was very good volleyball. In
ter on Saturday night.
the first game, we played really poorly
,
In fact, the ligers were downright
and
the second game they played re
furious with themselves, after being
ally
poorly,"
Long Beach head coach
defeated by Long Beach State Univer
nan
Gimmillaro
said after his team's
sity for the Big West conference
see-saw
victory.
"John's
such a good
championship in five games.
coach
and
they
have
such
a good
According to outside hitter Domi
team that it's too bad it wasn't a betnique Benton-Bozman, the team's
-,r»atcH- But il got good near the
chagrin was so immense that
i Monday's practice was canceled.
After losing a close third game,
I
We have the day off, and 1 think
the
igers fought even harder, win•fthe coaching staff] did that because
4 to extend the match.
mng
Game
we need to let the loss to Long Beach
Both teams turned up their offensive
go, Benton-Bozman said on Mon
power and hustled on defensive plays
day. "I think we're frustrated just be
before going into the faster, rallvcause we still feel that we're the bet
scored fifth game.
ter team, and we just didn't prove it
that night."
Then the intensity level flared
igher
as tension permeated through
Both teams were nervous from
out the crowd.
the onset of the match, and neither
Pacific was just as determined to
team played at its optimum level un
wn as Long Beach, but at the end of
til the middle of the fourth game.
The Tigers handily won the first
game against the defending national
champions but then relinquished
momentum by passing poorly
(> second and third games. With

INSIDE SPORTS
Shi Report
Boshetholl..

si
22

the ^atdl'.,he 49ers had outlasted
ourt f"
°rder t0 °btain 'heir
fourth consecutive conference title
H he team] knew what was on
the line and they knew how imporant ,t was. 1 hey knew they were tired
of losing to Long Beach and they
wanted to beat them. I'm real mad
and so are they. We thought this was
andC|

thnCL-

r°hSteP

"P a"d beat them'

andL think that it was but we didn't
do it 1 feel very bad for everyone tint
"as here. [The crowd| dc»,v°d to $re

See Volleyball page 23

UOP's football team went to New
Mexico last Saturday in a precarious
position. Their starting quarterback
was out for the season and backup
Nick Sellers had been asked to lead
the Tigers to their most important
victory in nearly two decades.
Well, the hex is now over! UOP
has solidified their first winning sea
son since 1977 with an emotional 2114 victory against the New Mexico
State Aggies, Saturday night in Las
Cruces. UOP is 6-4 with one game
remaining.
The ligers and Sellers showed
character and were up to the chal
lenge against a conference opponent
during this important game.
"I tried not to think about it dur
ing the week, but I couldn't help
thinking what if, God forbid, we
don't have a winning season," Sell
ers said after the game. "If I didn't
come through, that would have been
hard for me to live with the rest of
my life."
"I m ecstatic we won, but I'm
very relievedI don't have to deal with
that," he said.
Ihe junior quarterback showed
poise, completing 21 of 37 passes,
predominantly on screens and short
passes, for 176-yards. Sellers reached
into his bag of tricks at key moments
engineering option-play runs and
fake draw plays, while contributing a
1-yard touchdown run of his own.
Saturday's contest was a coaching
battle and head coach Chuck
Shelton's gamesmanship was a cut
above the competition. "1don't think
that I ve had time to enjoy it yet 1
on t think 1 will untill late November
for thT1!5"' '

COU,dn't bc> happier
for the kids especially for the seniors.
Pacific and New Mexico State
ought a battle of field position and
{ mting played an integral part of the
igers tactics. Roger Fleenor booted

wi.hc
' a\'era8in« 44 yards each,
th several landing inside the Aggie
10-yard line.
^
liunning back Joe Abdullah nar-

BIG WEST
Football Standing
TEAIW
Nevada
SW Louisiana

PACIFIC
UNLV
No. Illinois
New Mexico St.
Utah St.
San jose St.
Louisiana Tech
Mansas St.

BIG WEST OVERALL
W L

5
5
4
4
3
2

T

0 0
1 0
1 0
1,0
3 0
3 0

W L
9

T

1 0
S 0
4 0
4 0

7 0
7 0

1 4 0

8 0

2 3 0

8 0

0 5 0

8 0

, 0. 5 0

.9.0

rowly missed another loo
ing performance, carryingthe
31 times for 99 yards and adc
receptions. Abdullah needs
yards on the ground to re
1,000-yard rushing plateau
Eric Atkins caught eight pa
yards m a supporting off
role. Offensive miscues and del
pressure forced Sellers to fumb
snaps throughout the course
game.

The pivotal play 0f the
came with 7:08 remaining j
fourth quarter and the score p,
14. The Aggies had possessk
their 30-yard line and were drivi
a third-and-ten play. UOP juni
fensive back Rodney Campbell
cepted a Jon Gyhra pass on the
side of the field and ran it bat
the game-winning touchdown.
Sacks byJami Anderson and
Stammer in the waning minuti
lidified the Tigers victory.
The Tigers are in the midst
four-game conference winnings!
their longest in a single season
cific is unbeaten at home (4-0)
season and aims to add on to
mark on Saturday in their seaso
nale against the San Jose State!
tans.
Pacific's hopes of reachingthi
Vegas Bowl were eliminated:
Nevada's 56-28 thrashing over I
State, securing the bowl bid for
Wolfpack. UOP players and fans
feel proud nonetheless.
The 1994 campaign was a sue
by all standards. Sports Illustra
picked Pacific to finish 5-6 as tin
best team of the 107 Division
teams. Having achieved far more tl
expected, UOP now seeks their'
enth victory Saturday.afternoon
A.A. Stagg Stadium. Kick-off tiiw
1:35 p.m.

UOP 21,
NEW MEXICO ST.
UOP

0

14

0

7

d

NMS
7 7 0 0 1
NMS-Truhill 1 run (Culin kick)
UOP-Sellers 1 run (Fleenor kicl
NMS-Davis 55 pass from Gyhr
kick)
UOP-Abdullah 7 run (Fleenor k
UOP- Campbell 36 interceptior
(Fleenor kick)
UOP-Campbell 36 interception
(Fleenor kick)
Attendance-6,842
NMS
UOP
First downs
17
16
39-83
Rushes-yards
39-81
Passing
219
176
Comp-Att-Int
21-37-0 19-37-1
Punts
Penalties-Yards
Time of Poss.

10-44
3-30
28:48

8-37
8-55
31-'^ —

